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Online health communities (OHCs) have become a medium for patients to share their 

personal experiences and interact with peers on topics related to a disease, medication, side 

effects, and therapeutic processes. Many studies show that using OHCs regularly decreases 

mortality and improves patients’ mental health. As a result of their benefits, OHCs are a popular 

place for patients to refer to, especially patients with a severe disease, and to receive emotional 

and informational support. The main reasons for developing OHCs are to present valid and high-

quality information and to understand the mechanism of social support in changing patients' 

mental health. Given the purpose of OHC moderators for developing OHCs applications and the 

purpose of patients for using OHCs, there is no facility, feature, or sub-application in OHCs to 

satisfy patient and moderator goals. OHCs are only equipped with a primary search engine that is 

a keyword-based search tool. In other words, if a patient wants to obtain information about a 

side-effect, he/she needs to browse many threads in the hope that he/she can find several related 

comments. In the same way, OHC moderators cannot browse all information which is exchanged 

among patients to validate their accuracy. Thus, it is critical for OHCs to be equipped with 

computational tools which are supported by several sophisticated computational models that 

provide moderators and patients with the collection of messages that they need for making 

decisions or predictions. We present multiple computational models to alleviate the problem of 

OHCs in providing specific types of messages in response to the specific moderator and patient 

needs. Specifically, we focused on proposing computational models for the following tasks: 

identifying emotional support, which presents OHCs moderators, psychologists, and sociologists 



 

with insightful views on the emotional states of individuals and groups, and identifying 

informational support, which provides patients with an efficient and effective tool for accessing 

the best-fit messages from a huge amount of patient posts to satisfy their information needs, as 

well as provides OHC moderators, health-practitioners, nurses, and doctors with an insightful 

view about the current discussion under the topics of side-effects and therapeutic processes, 

giving them an opportunity to monitor and validate the exchange of information in OHCs. We 

proposed hybrid models that combine high-level, abstract features extracted from convolutional 

neural networks with lexicon-based features and features extracted from long short-term memory 

networks to capture the semantics of the data. We show that our models, with and without 

lexicon-based features, outperform strong baselines. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we discuss the background and motivation of our study in Online Health

Communities.

1.1. Background

With the advent of the Internet and advances in computer technology, the way that people

accomplish their tasks or respond to their requirements has been revolutionized these days. Re-

cently, patients are taking to the Internet more and more to find information [15]. For example, in

the past, patients refer to their health practitioners, nurses or doctors to acquire information about

their disease. However, Pew Research suggests that people spend more than 20 hours online per

week, and most of them (i.e., 72%) had the experience of using the Internet for the health-related

issues. Almost 60% of all US adults looked for someone else’s health-related experiences or infor-

mation about specific symptoms and treatment [37]. Inspired by the high volume of Internet usage,

recently many blogs, forums, and social networks emerged in the health-related domain to help pa-

tients in supporting each other emotionally and exchanging information regarding their personal

experience. For example, Breastcancer.org has created many discussion boards for patients who

are suffering from breast cancer and also for breast cancer survivors; in a larger spectrum, Cancer

Survivors Network (www.csn.cancer.org) provided an environment for many types of cancers from

breast cancer to prostate and lung cancer, which include a large spectrum of cancer.

There are some key terms which are repeatedly used in the context of the health-related

networks. To be able to understand established studies in this domain, we need to define some

terms which repeatedly appear in the research articles.

(1) Social integration: This term refers to having social ties.

(2) Social network: An integration of social relationships that circle individuals. These net-

works represent any connections between people with any types of interactions between

them (e.g., may or might not being supportive of each other) [44]. The social network

creates social support.
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(3) Social support: According to the seminal work by House [1981], social support is the

functional content of relationships that can be categorized into four broad supportive be-

haviors (Figure 1.1) [5, 19, 41]:

• Emotional support which contains empathy, love, trust, and caring.

• Informational support which involves the provision of suggestions, advice, and in-

formation that a person can use to address challenges.

• Instrumental support which includes physical help that directly assists the person in

need.

• Appraisal support which is the provision of information that is required for self-

evaluation purposes.

FIGURE 1.1. Types of social supports in OHCs’ messages.

Social support providers deliberately provide a service to their audiences to support them

in their lives. In other words, social support is a conscious behavior which is different from social

influence exercised via observing others’ behavior. OHCs provide an environment for their par-

ticipants, and their family members and friends to share their experiences and information about

prescribed medicines, side effects, therapeutic processes, mental health, and feelings. OHCs are

deemed as having two principal functions: emotional support and informational support [23, 34].

Prior studies investigated the value of social support (i.e., emotional and informational support)

and found that it brings about better feelings and fewer mortality odds to patients [49, 61].
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1.2. The Importance of Research in Online Health Communities (OHCs)

As a result of patients’ high contribution to the health-related online applications, an enor-

mous amount of data has been created that contains details about users’ opinions on different

topics, individuals’ interactions, and the content of their conversations. This data provides re-

searchers with an unprecedented opportunity to study the content of online networks at a scale

and granularity that was not possible before. Messages in Online Health Communities (OHCs)

have been investigated for different purposes including the mechanism of social support creation

[96], analyzing patients’ behavior [71], or recognizing life-threatening disease [107]. Investigating

OHCs’ data also suggested that interacting with a larger group of people in OHCs is associated

with lower mortality odds in people who are suffering from severe disease [48, 61]. Many studies

postulated that the main reason for patients using OHCs is to receive emotional and informational

support from their peers [25, 69, 123]. Studies also suggest that patients found OHCs a better re-

source for obtaining information in comparison with health professionals [43] and care providers

[94]. The results of the research confirm that patients provide a better understanding of each other

and provide practical instructions to their peers on how to manage any problem regarding their

disease [7]. As can be seen, studies on messages extracted from OHCs has the potential to provide

valuable information about patients’ characteristics and many details about their behaviors.

1.3. Computational Models for OHCs

In the medical and social sciences, studies are based on interviewing patients, filling out

questionnaires, and monitoring and conducting some controlled experiments on a couple of hun-

dreds (at most) of samples [38, 45, 93]. These studies suffer from scalability, biased data usage

[89], and high dependency on human memory that might not recall details accurately [66, 91].

However, in OHCs, thousands of people are contributing to share their valuable, first-hand informa-

tion that contains therapeutic processes, types of medications and their effectiveness, side-effects

and reactions to different drugs, emotional experiences from the time a patient learns about her/his

symptoms, the story of accomplishments, and possible failures. Extracting information from user-

generated data, which is created through everyday interactions between people, is shown to yield

a more accurate understanding of their opinions in comparison with the self-report questionnaires
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[13, 119]. In fact, analyzing user-generated comments, which is data-driven and can be updated

over time, gives a more natural and accurate understanding of patients’ opinion of health-related

issues rather than providing patients with some pre-planned, structured questions that should be

responded in a given period of time.

Many studies applied variety of machine learning, data mining, and natural language ap-

proaches for massive amount of data captured from general social media and Internet web page

content [68, 90]. Recently, some studies [10, 89, 113, 126] developed computational models for

analyzing OHC messages to analyze patients’ behaviors and characteristics by using a very large

amount of data which is unimaginable for non-computational studies.

1.4. Motivation and Contributions

Despite the fact that many studies have endeavored analyzing data at a large scale in OHCs,

there is still a very big gap between computational studies’ results and the real need for patients,

OHC moderators and medical domain’s experts. For example, prior studies provide a very high-

level and general analysis of emotional support such that they only investigate the existence of

emotion in a given OHC message [10, 113] without addressing the detailed information in emo-

tional or informational messages; Informational messages contain valuable information regarding

side-effects, therapeutic process, drugs, etc. that cannot be captured by a general analysis of mes-

sages in OHCs.

The main purpose of patients in using OHCs is to receive emotional and informational

support [25, 69, 123], and the main purpose of developing OHCs [12] is:

• To provide high-quality and valid information efficiently to the participants.

• To understand the mechanism and the impacts of social supports (e.g., how social support

forms, who has the most positive impact on other members? and why?, etc.) on patients.

However, current features and facilities in OHCs are quite inconsistent with the set goals and

their structures are very primitive such that OHC participants (i.e., patients, medical researchers,

practitioners, doctors, etc.) can only manually browse a variety of forums and search for their

favorite information based on the topic of threads or using keyword-based search engines without
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the ability to mine data or provide abstract level information to its user.

The main purpose of this dissertation is to develop several computational models to analyze

emotional and informational messages in OHCs in detail to help patients, OHCs’ moderators, and

researchers in the medical and psychological domain to access their favorite information from mas-

sive amount of data in OHCs efficiently. For example, we develop a computational model which is

able to identify emotional messages accurately and furthermore detect the type of emotion in them.

This model can be used by OHCs’ moderators and psychologists for identifying influential users

who spread positive feelings in OHCs and can also help depressed patients who post messages

with sad content. In this dissertation, we address the following problems:

(1) Emotional support analysis

(2) Empathetic messages identification and analysis

(3) Informational messages identification and analysis

1.4.1. Emotional Support Analysis

We propose a model for detecting emotional messages in OHCs. Our computational model

combines the strengths of convolutional and long short-term memory networks to uncover the

semantics latent in text. Our contributions are as follows:

(1) We propose to detect emotion types in messages posted in online health communities.

Identifying emotion types in patients’ messages augments the capability of OHCs’ moder-

ators, caregivers, and doctors to provide high-quality services to OHCs’ users or patients.

To our knowledge, we are the first to address emotion type detection in OHCs.

(2) We propose a computational model, called ConvLexLSTM, for emotion detection in

OHCs. Our model combines the output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with

lexicon-based features, which are all fed into a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-

work that produces the final output via softmax. We show empirically that ConvLexL-

STM significantly outperforms strong baselines and prior works. Moreover, we show that

the proposed model continues to perform well even in the absence of lexicon features.

(3) Finally, we applied ConvLexLSTM in a large scale experiment to study the correlation be-
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tween US holidays and users’ emotional states, which can help design smarter approaches

to improve patients’ moods.

(4) As part of our contributions, we constructed two datasets for emotion type detection in an

OHC. To our knowledge, our datasets are the first constructed for this task.

1.4.2. Empathetic Messages Identification and Analysis

Empathy captures one’s ability to correlate with and understand others’ emotional states

and experiences. Messages with empathetic content are considered as one of the main advan-

tages for joining online health communities due to their potential to improve people’s moods. Our

contributions are as follows:

(1) We propose a machine learning model for identifying empathetic messages in OHCs. To

our knowledge, this is the first work on automatically detecting empathy in OHCs.

(2) We experimentally validate our empathy identification model on a manually annotated

dataset generated from the Cancer Survivors’ Network of the American Cancer Society.

(3) We show that, in general, empathetic messages are correlated with a positive change in

participants’ sentiments.

1.4.3. Informational Messages Identification and Analysis

We propose to analyze messages in OHCs to extract the information type that they contain,

i.e., therapeutic procedures and side effects. We design a computational model that is able to

exploit the semantic information from text, and coherently combines high-level (abstract) features

with surface-level and lexicon-based features.

(1) We propose to extract fine-grained information types from messages posted in online

health communities. Identifying information types provides doctors, health practitioners,

and OHCs’ moderators with an insightful view of patients’ physical status during various

treatments. In addition, it can provide newly diagnosed patients with information about

what they should expect throughout their treatments and help them in making informed

decisions about their disease more effectively [98, 99]. To our knowledge, we are the first

to address fine-grained information type extraction in OHCs.
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(2) We design and explore a computational model that can identify messages belonging to

therapeutic procedures and side effects with high accuracy. Our model is a hybrid neural

network combined with lexicon-based features, which we call HNNL. HNNL combines

the output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the output of a Long Short-

Term Memory (LSTM) network and lexicon-based features, which are all fed into a fully

connected network with a SoftMax layer.

(3) We empirically show that HNNL significantly outperforms strong baselines and prior

works; moreover, we show that the proposed model continues to perform well even in the

absence of lexicon-based features.

1.5. Dissertation Outline

In what follows, we provide a brief description of the chapters in the dissertation. Each

chapter corresponds to a paper. Some of the research work in the dissertation has been published

in conference proceedings, is under review in a conference proceeding, or is in the preparation

process. The aim of this research is to propose some computational models to automatically clas-

sify and extract OHCs’ messages based on the concept latent in them. These messages can be

used by patients (e.g., for identifying side-effects of a specific drug), OHCs’s moderators (e.g.,

for identifying patients who spread out joy emotion in OHCs), psychologists (i.e., to identify de-

pressed people based on the sad messages that is posted by patients), or doctors (i.e., to validate

information regarding side-effects and therapeutic process which are provided by patients in OHCs

), medical domain researchers (e.g., to investigate relations between posting empathetic messages

and the patients characteristics like being an influential user), and others.

Chapter 2 presents our proposed computational model for analyzing emotional support in

OHCs. We extend the dataset which was provided by previous studies in three ways: First, in

terms of the number of annotated sentences in the dataset; in the previous study there were 1066

annotated sentences; we annotate 1047 new sentences and our dataset has 2107 sentences in total.

Second, all sentences in the previous dataset were harvested from a single forum, i.e., a breast

cancer forum; we capture all newly-added-sentences from the lung cancer forum which provides

the potential for new studies like studying differentiation between gender behaviors (the distribu-
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tion of genders are very different in the breast cancer and the lung cancer forum). Third, prior

studies annotated sentences for emotional vs. non-emotional categories; we extend the domain of

the annotation to detect the type of emotion (i.e., joy, sad, surprise, fear, angry, and disgust) in each

sentence if they are emotional. As a proof of usefulness of annotating sentences from different fo-

rums and also the usefulness of annotating emotion type in messages, we show that men are more

emotional and send more messages with joy content when they post a message in a forum in which

the majority of its members are female (i.e., breast cancer, where the majority of its members are

female in comparison with the lung cancer forum). We then improve the previous computational

model in identifying emotional messages in OHCs. We develop a computational model which does

not need to use any handcrafted feature. We are the first study that proposes a deep neural network

for developing a computational model in analyzing messages in OHCs. We show that our proposed

model outperforms traditional models even without using any handcrafted feature; this implies that

our model can be applied to messages from any forum in OHCs. In OHCs, the content of messages

are quite domain dependent with medical specific expression which has a domain-specific mean-

ing(s) [33]. Finally, by using our proposed models, we investigate the emotional state of patients

in an OHC (i.e., Cancer Survivors Network) around important holidays in the US.

Chapter 3 presents an approach for detecting messages with an empathetic content. As the

first study on analyzing OHCs’ messages for detecting empathetic messages, we create a dataset

with 2107 messages which were captured from two different forums (i.e., breast cancer and lung

cancer forums). We create word embedding vectors by using the whole messages that were posted

over 10-years on the Cancer Survivors Network. We design and develop a computational model

which is a deep neural network with a compositional structure. We apply CNNs network to cap-

ture semantic information latent in messages and used those feature to be injected into an LSTM

network. We also generate several features including bag-of-words, tf-idf by using part-of-speech

tags, and lexicon-based features which were used in an SVM classifier as baselines. We experi-

mentally show that our proposed model for identifying empathetic messages is highly qualified.

By using our model, we investigate the impact of empathetic messages on OHC participants. We

experimentally show that empathetic messages in OHC messages transform participants’ feelings
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from negative to positive.

Chapter 4 presents a computational model which classifies OHCs’ messages as stating a

side-effect, explaining a therapeutic process, or others. We annotate 2107 messages which were

extracted from an OHC (i.e., Cancer Survivors Network) for this task. Our research framework in

this chapter is the first study of its kind in the literature. In this chapter, we present a compositional

neural network that extracts abstract and high-level features and combines them with lexicon-

based features and the sequential features which are captured from LSTM network. We show

that our model, with or without lexicon-based features, outperforms strong baselines. By using our

models on OHCs messages, patients learn about their peers’ experiences on side-effects efficiently,

and they foresee and prepare themselves for those situations. In addition, our model provides

patients with therapeutic processes which have been discussed already in OHC forums; by reading

a collection of related messages, patients are not required to browse manually and read through

many unrelated posts which is not as effective as what a computational model with high accuracy

can do automatically.

Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the dissertation and provides a summary of contri-

butions and directions for future research.

1.5.1. Published Work

• Analyzing social support in online health communities has been published in AAAI 2017

[56] with experiments on emotional-messages identification in OHCs. We performed a

comparison with the state-of-the-art model and showed that our model performed con-

siderably better than the prior model. Also, we have extended the emotional messages

identification in some ways: by annotating new sets of sentences that was extracted from

lung cancer, by proposing a new computational model for detecting the type of emotions

latent in emotional messages in OHC, and by running several experiments to show the

benefit if using emotion type detection in OHCs. We applied our emotion-type-detection

model to the whole data in CSN to identify patients’ emotional state around important

holidays in the US. We also applied our computational models to the datasets that contain

influential users’ posts in CSN’s breast cancer forums to analyze influential users’ mes-
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sages in terms of emotion types that is expressed in their posts. The extended version of

the work is submitted to ACL 2018 and is under review.

• Identifying Empathetic Messages in Online Health Communities has been published in

conference proceedings of International Joint Conference on Natural Language Process-

ing (IJCNLP), 2017 [55]. This work is the first computational study on empathetic mes-

sages in OHCs. In this work, we drive a computational study on messages in OHCs.

We show that our computational model, which captures semantic features from the text,

outperforms strong baselines. We also show that empathetic messages improves patients

emotional health and transform their sentiments positively (these results are all based on

the data-driven approach). A journal version of the work in this chapter is under prepa-

ration, and we extend the work by investigating the relation between patients’ emotional

dynamics with the number of empathetic messages they read, showing patients’ emotional

dynamics when receiving empathetic messages from influential users and investigating its

difference with receiving messages from regular members of OHCs. The outcome of this

study is to help OHCs moderators and psychologists in detecting people who are spread-

ing empathetic messages and assign them to people who has pessimistic view on their

future. This study also has provided required ingredients for researcher who are working

on influential users identification.

• Analyzing informational messages in OHCs has been submitted to conference proceed-

ings of SIGIR, 2018 and is under review. This work presents, for the first time in litera-

ture, a computational study for identifying messages explaining side-effects and therapeu-

tic procedures. We propose a model that mines patients’ messages in OHCs to identify

positive experiences and suggestions described by other patients. This model combines

high-level, semantic features with lexicon-based features and features extracted by the

LSTM network. We show that our model outperforms strong baselines. We are currently

working to extend this work by comparing the content of informational messages posted

by influential users to the content of informational messages which are posted by regular

users. The outcome of this research is to help patients efficiently retrieve and read through
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messages that explain side-effects or therapeutic processes.

1.5.2. Other Published Work (Not Included in This Dissertation)

• Dialogue Act Classification in Domain-Independent Conversations

Using a Deep Recurrent Neural Network, in COLING (2016) (joint work with Nishitha

Guntakandla, and Rodney Nielsen) [57]. In conversational text analysis, Dialogue Act

(DA) identification plays a key role that shows the intention of the speaker in generating

(speaking) each utterance (originally, utterance is a sentence); in other words, using a

specific sequence of words when talking. The importance of DA identification increases,

especially, when the conversation occurs is an open-domain, everyday conversation and

not a task-based one. Initially a list of more than 200 DAs were generated in some liter-

atures that was categorized into 42 and 5 DAs in the SwitchBoard and MRDA datasets.

Some example of DAs are opinionated utterance, statement, WH-questions, etc. In this

work, we present a deep recurrent neural network for classifying DAs. We showed that

using Dropout method for regularization in LSTM networks, in the similar way that it is

used in CNNs, decreases the performance of the LSTM networks. This work sets a new

benchmark in classifying DAs in open-domain conversations and outperforms all prior

traditional and DNNs-based models. This model is currently the state-of-the-art model in

the domain.

• Towards a Top-down Policy Engineering Framework for Attribute-based Access Control,

in SACMAT (2017), (joint work with Masoud Narouei, Hassan Takabi, Natalie Parde,

and Rodney Nielsen) [84].

Attribute-based access control (ABAC) is a kind of logical access control approach

where authorize users of a network in doing a specific set of operations based on their

attributes. These operations can be a permission on accessing a set of objects , the envi-

ronment, and a number of sources that may be related to a current request. The benefit

of developing a reliable ABAC to the enterprise space is that it promotes information
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sharing throughout an enterprise network while ABAC manages accessing to the network

information. Many companies have high-level requirement specifications that specifies

security policies including access control policies. IN this work, we take advantage of

access control policies and present a top-down policy engineering framework for ABAC.

The main goal of our work is to automatically extract policies from unrestricted docu-

ments that contain access policies. We then present a deep neural network classifier to

extract sentences which contain a description of a access policy. IN this work, we build

a dataset by annotating 2660 sentences from multiple organization policy documents. We

applied our proposed model and the state-of-the-art model to compare their performances.

We experimentally showed that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art model on our

constructed datast as well as other datasets in the domain.

• Identification of Access Control Policy Sentences from Natural Language Policy Docu-

ments in IFIP Annual Conference on Data and Applications Security and Privacy, (2017),

(joint work with Masoud Narouei and Hassan Takabi) [83].

For any application which is running on a network, access control configuration are

a necessary and essential element. Recently, many plausible access control models have

been developed in information security domain. However, a variation of an standard

access control, attribute-based access control (ABAC), has emerged that eliminated the

limitations of the prior access control models while preserving their advantages. How-

ever, developing the attributed-based access controls is very dependent to information

(e.g., policies) which is latent in a large amount of documents; Hence, a powerful natural

language tool (e.g., information extraction tool) is required. Usually, organizations’ poli-

cies are latent in the software requirements and policy documents which have a very big

size and are mixed with many unrelated, general descriptions. Hence, manual process-

ing of these documents is impossible or very expensive and challenging. In this work,

we present a computational model for identifying sentences with ABAC content. In our

computational model, we used several natural language processing tools and techniques

such as pointwise mutual information metric, part-of-speech tags, and syntactic relations
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between words. We show that our computational model is domain independent; we evalu-

ate our model on policy documents collected from different domain including healthcare,

conference management, and education. Our experiments show that our model outper-

forms state-of-the-art models.
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CHAPTER 2

EMOTION DETECTION IN HEALTH-RELATED ONLINE POSTS

Detecting and analyzing emotional messages in Online Health Communities (OHCs) can

provide insightful information about patients’ emotional states. Current approaches to emotion

analysis in OHCs focus only on identifying messages that contain emotions with no emphasis on

emotion type detection such as joy or sadness. In this chapter, we show how high-level and abstract

features derived from deep learning models can be employed for improving prior results and strong

baselines on emotional message identification as well as emotion type detection, e.g., joy and

sadness. Specifically, we propose computational models for emotion detection that combines the

strengths of convolutional and long short-term memory networks to uncover the semantics latent

in text, and show that our models, with and without lexicon-based features, outperform strong

baselines.

2.1. Introduction

Emotions are an essential part of our lives and reflect feelings such as joy, sadness, and fear,

which affect our overall well-being. Emotion detection from text has been extensively studied from

news headlines, social media, and song lyrics using computational models [54, 80].

Recently, emotion detection has started to emerge in online health communities (OHCs)

[10, 114]. OHCs provide a user-friendly environment for patients, families and friends to share

thoughts and socialize with each other on various topics such as therapeutic processes, prescribed

medicines, side effects, and mental and emotional health. Emotional communications in OHCs

is considered as one of the main advantages of using OHCs that causes patients to feel better

[124, 125] and decreases the odds of mortality in patients [61]. Research has shown that patients

who suffer from life-threatening diseases (e.g., cancer or AIDS) feel emotionally supported when

they interact with their peers in OHCs [89, 124, 125]. Table 2.1 shows an example of communi-

cation between two patients in an OHC where one patient emotionally supports her peer and as a

result, the initiator of the thread feels better. Emotional support comprises of seeking or providing

caring/concern, understanding, empathy, sympathy, encouragement, affirmation, and validation.
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–Patient: Hi all sense being on chemo ( 5 down 1 to tch ) with the last two really I have had a problem with

my BP being high. I am having a problem with my heart racing. At rest it may get down to 86. When my

oncologist did the muga scan it went from 68 to 63. I have never had a problem with my heart at all.

I’m Very nervous.

–Commentator: I had much the same problem while doing chemo, the last 2 or 3 rounds were the worst.

not to worry to much! By the way I am the proud owner of 3 chihuahuas. Blessings to you...Alison

–Patient: Thanks so much I feel allot better now. I did talk to my Dr and he is giving me meds to lower

the rate. I feel like I spend my time fighting side affects LOL. Thanks sisters. Take care all
TABLE 2.1. A sample of an emotional comment.

“My doctor’s office is very clean, who cares when

he has prescribed me a wrong medication for six

months!”

TABLE 2.2. Example of an emotional message from an OHC that contains a sad emotion.

Despite the importance of emotion detection in OHCs, most of the recent works have been

devoted to high level emotion analysis, i.e., identifying messages that contain emotions, with no

emphasis on the unique challenges associated with emotion type detection, e.g., joy or sadness. A

deep understanding of the text and the writer’s intention is required in order to correctly detect the

types of emotions that are presented in messages posted in OHCs. Table 2.2 shows an example of

a message that contains a sad emotion, which is hidden in the text. Interestingly, we ran several

sentiment analysis tools on the message in Table 2.1, including Stanford CoreNlp [100], and all

showed a positive sentiment, while the emotion expressed is clearly one of sadness. Thus, even

using a coarse granularity approach to predict the negative sentiment of the message would not

suffice.

In this chapter, we propose to analyze messages in OHCs to detect emotion types, e.g., joy

or sadness. To achieve this, we design a computational model that is able to exploit the semantic

information from text, and coherently combines high-level (abstract) features with surface-level

and lexicon-based features. Our contributions are as follows:
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(1) We propose a computational model for identifying emotional messages in OHCs that

eliminates the need for handcrafting features or building expensive lexicons that require

experts’ knowledge. Our proposed model called deep convolutional LSTM, or ConvLSTM

for short, is described in the next section.

(2) We propose to detect emotion types in messages posted in online health communities.

Identifying emotion types in patients’ messages augments the capability of OHCs’ mod-

erators, caregivers, and doctors to provide high-quality services to OHCs’ user or patients.

To our knowledge, we are the first to address emotion type detection in OHCs.

(3) We propose a computational model, called ConvLexLSTM, for emotion type detection

in OHCs. Our model combines the output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

with lexicon-based features, which are all fed into a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

network that produces the final output via softmax. We show empirically that ConvLexL-

STM significantly outperforms strong baselines and prior works. Moreover, we show that

the proposed model continues to perform well even in the absence of lexicon features.

(4) Finally, we applied ConvLexLSTM in a large scale experiment to study the correlation be-

tween US holidays and users’ emotional states, which can help design smarter approaches

to improve patients’ moods.

(5) As part of our contributions, we constructed two datasets for identifying emotional mes-

sages and emotion type detection in an OHC. To our knowledge, our datasets are the first

constructed for this task.

2.2. Data Collection and Annotation

We used two datasets for evaluating our model. The first dataset is provided by Biyani

et al. [2014], which contains 1066 messages from the breast cancer discussion board 1, denoted

as B-DS. Biyani et al. [2014] considered each message as a single sentence of each comment in

OHCs. They used sentences of comments because comments are usually very long and users talk

about different topics in each comment. However, on the sentence level analysis, we can make

a better estimation on the purpose of the commentator in writing that sentence, whether or not

1www.csn.cancer.org
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expressing his/her emotion. For building the second dataset, we randomly selected 225 comments

from 21 discussion threads in the lung cancer discussion board in the Cancer Survivors’ Network

(CSN) of the American Cancer Society. We denote this second dataset as L-DS. Following Biyani

et al. [2014], we extract all sentences out of comments and shuffle them and choose messages with

a length greater than four words. We ended up with 1041 messages for L-DS. In total, we are

provided with 2107 labeled sentences.

Lung cancer and breast cancer discussion boards have the two largest discussion boards

among all CSN’s sub-forums. CSN is a popular OHC which provides friendly environments for

patients, survivors, and their family and friends.

The purpose of our annotation task was two-fold: firstly, to identify emotional messages in

L-DS, which is similar to what was done in Biyani et al. [10]; secondly, to determine the emotion

types (e.g. anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise) in messages. The annotation task was

conducted in an iterative fashion following prior studies and guidelines [31, 35, 97]. We used the

B-DS for the training purposes when annotating L-DS for emotional messages. In each round of

the training phase, two annotators were given 100 instances of messages from B-DS, and each an-

notator was expected to achieve at least 70% pairwise agreement with the provided annotation to

be able to annotate L-DS. At the end of each phase, annotators met in groups with the researchers

and discussed disagreements. After three rounds of the training phase, our annotators achieved

85% agreement with the annotated messages provided in B-DS. Upon passing the training pe-

riod, annotators were assigned to annotate all 1041 messages from L-DS, and they ended up with

83% agreement in a period of two weeks. For the remaining 17% of messages, the annotators ex-

pressed their views on each case in the presence of the researchers and finally 100% agreement was

achieved. Following this annotation scheme, we ended up with 655 (62.9%) emotional and 386

(37.1%) non-emotional messages in the L-DS. This distribution is almost similar to the distribu-

tions reported in Biyani et al. [10] for the B-DS, i.e., 63.41% emotional and 36.79% non-emotional

messages.

In the second round of annotation, we used both datasets (i.e., B-DS and L-DS) to annotate

the type of emotions in each emotional message. For emotion type annotation, we followed the
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Emotions Lung Breast Percentage(%)

Anger 59 29 4.0

Disgust 4 1 0.2

Fear 33 39 3.4

Joy 368 470 39.7

Sadness 183 134 15.0

Surprise 8 3 0.5

TABLE 2.3. Emotion distributions in B-DS and L-DS with the percentage of each

emotion in the aggregated version of L-DS and B-DS.

six emotions categories suggested by Ekman’s [32] including anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and

surprise. Our annotators were allowed to attribute one or more emotions to each message. For

instance, a message could be annotated as bearing sadness or a combination of sadness and fear.

In each round, 300 messages were assigned, and we asked annotators to meet with the researchers

in a group to discuss disagreements and document their discussion before the next 300 instances

being assigned. We assigned the B-DS and the L-DS to the annotators gradually through several

rounds and 100% agreement being achieved via several discussions during 20 days. Table 2.3

represents the distribution of emotions in 2107 instances. As we can see, joy and sadness have the

greatest distribution in the whole dataset and in each dataset individually. This distribution makes

sense due to the fact that people usually express their intense feelings like disgust with the ones

with whom they have a close relationship. One of the reasons for high percentage of sadness and

joy distributions are the number of sympathetic and empathetic messages in OHCs.

2.3. Model

In this section, we describe our models: ConvLSTM and ConvLexLSTM, which have the

same structure with a small variation in ConvLexLstm that uses lexical features for the cases in

which lexicon is provided.
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2.3.1. Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the main deep neural network architecture

which is inspired by the natural perception structure of the human brain [51]. Figure 2.1 shows

the structure of CNN networks that apply convolutional functions on the vectors of sentences. In

general, convolution function is defined as follows:

(1) s(t) =
∫

x(a)w(t−a)da

which is typically denoted as follows:

(2) s(t) = (x∗w)(t)

where the asterisk represents convolution function at time t. In the terminology of the convolutional

neural network, the first parameter is input (i.e., x), and the next argument, w, is called a kernel or

a filter interchangeably. Finally, the output of the equation is called a feature map. As we can see,

a feature map is not dependent to the prior or future time step; Thus, features extracted by convolu-

tional network are time invariant.

As can be seen from Figure 2.1, CNN networks consist of three general phases:

FIGURE 2.1. The structure of convolutional neural network (CNN) that applies

multiple filters on a sentence with N tokens and K vector length.
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• Through the first phase, multiple convolutions is performed concurrently. The convo-

lutional functions variables are comprised of a set of learnable kernels that create some

set of linear activation. Through the initial steps, each kernel’s size is small and covers

handful of words in a sentence (i.e., one, two, three, etc. words at each step). Kernels

slide or convolve through the height of the input sentence and measure dot products be-

tween figures, pre-assigned randomly in the kernel and the input vector of each word in

the sentence. Sliding kernels will generate a linear activation map

• Through the second phase, every linear activation is run by a nonlinear activation function

like rectified linear function. Intuitively, kernels will learn to activate when they visit a

combination of some bi-grams or tri-grams. These learned kernels are stacked along the

depth dimension and create multiple sets of activation maps.

• Finally, the last phase is the pooling function that changes the resulting figures of the

layers. In this phase, the feature map is created.

Pooling functions are a kind of statistical functions that yields a summary of statistics of

neighboring outputs in a layer. For example, Max pooling function yields the maximum figure

among all generated outputs of each kernel. Average pooling and 1-max pooling, which is the

maximum of the last state of kernels’ output, are the other popular types of pooling in CNN net-

works.

As can be seen, Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) learn local features and assume

that these features are not restricted by their absolute positions. Although CNNs do not preserve

location information of each word in sentences, many studies in natural language processing (NLP)

have used CNNs successfully in their studies for statistical language modeling [26, 59, 110], text

classification [21, 22, 122], and Named Entity Recognition (NER) [17, 63]. We also use CNNs in

combination with Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). We employ CNNs as an automatic feature

extractor which is able to create high-level, abstract features that address semantic part of the text.

2.3.2. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

RNNs [95] are a type of neural network which is developed for processing sequential data

which have the values of X1, ...,Xt . RNNs have a very similar network architecture to the Feedfor-
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ward neural network, i.e., Figure 2.2, except that each connection has an extra backward connection

Figure 2.3.

FIGURE 2.2. Feed-forward fully connected neural network

FIGURE 2.3. One-layer recurrent neural network

As can be seen from Figure 2.2, at each time step (sometimes called frame) a neuron re-

ceives two inputs: xt and yt−1. yt−1 is the xt’s output from the previous time step. Figure 2.2

represents RNNs against the time axis.
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For a single instance the output of a RNN layer is:

(3) yt = φ(W T
x ·Xt +W T

y .Yt−1 +b)

where Wx and WY are weights for Xt and the output of the previous time step (i.e., Yt), respectively.

φ represents activation function (e.g., Relu, Tanh, etc.).

Theoretically, RNNs preserve the record of previous incidents, but in practice, when the

gap between related information extends, RNNs fail to maintain relevant information. Hochre-

iter [1991] and Bengio et al. [1994] investigated the main reasons for RNNs’ failures in detail. The

two major problems with RNN is the vanishing and exploding gradient that causes the learning

process to be terminated prematurely [76, 88]. These two problems appear when gradient descents

are applied subsequently in many time steps that causes RNNs to lose information of previous

events; this effect contradicts the main purpose of using RNNs. For example, consider the follow-

ing message: ”I wasn’t able to joke with the nurses and doctors through all my treatments, but

once I was done and the tamoxifen was in my system, I could even laugh .” If we apply RNNs for

the classification purposes for this example, we need 30 time steps; this means that as a result of

the vanishing/exploding effect, RNNs give higher weights to the last part of the text (i.e., I could

even laugh) while it forgets signals coming from the first chunk of the text (i.e., I wasn’t able to

joke).

2.3.3. Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM)

LSTM networks are a variation of RNNs that are developed to solve RNNs problems [47].

We use LSTM networks in developing our models, which are tuned to capture long-distance de-

pendencies as their default specificity. In classifying of messages in OHCs, having the ability to

connect related expressions of information that are distant from each other is important, particu-

larly when it comes to classifying messages as either subjective or objective (emotional messages

are subjective versus informational messages which are objective). Classifying subjective versus

objective texts is one of the major tasks in sentiment analysis in which LSTM-based approaches

are shown to achieve high-quality results [100]. Another reason for using LSTM networks is that
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FIGURE 2.4. LSTM cell structure and its respective parameters

they use a forget gate layer (see Figure 2.4) to distill trivial weights, which belong to unimportant

words from the previous cell states (see Eq. 4) .

Figure 2.4 illustrates a standard structure of an LSTM cell. LSTM networks have been

shown to improve state-of-the-art models’ results in many text classification tasks [3, 52, 116].

In our task, we also need to develop a model which can preserve distant information in OHCs

messages, especially when it comes to emotion detection tasks where a person might describe

his/her emotional state and later in the message he/she negates that emotional state (see the previous

example). LSTM networks can learn what information should be preserved and what information

should be thrown away. The long-term signals are carried out by c(t) and the short-term signals are

carried out by h(t). An LSTM cell has three gate controllers that amplify or weaken c(t) signals:

• The input gate (Eq. 4) manages how much of u(t) should be added to c(t).

• The forget gate (Eq. 5) manages the amount that should be eliminated from c(t).

• The output gate (Eq. 6) decides which part of c(t) should be added to the current state and

y(t)

An LSTM can be considered as a type of deep recurrent neural network (RNN) with an
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indefinite number of layers that preserves information from the previous time steps (e.g., words

sequences, words locations, etc.). The following shows equations for computing and managing

signals:

(4) i(t) = σ
(
W T

xi · x(t)+W T
hi ·h(t−1)+bi

)

(5) f(t) = σ

(
W T

x f · x(t)+W T
h f ·h(t−1)+b f

)

(6) o(t) = σ
(
W T

xo · x(t)+W T
ho ·h(t−1)+bo

)
LSTM unit at time t computes the memory cell:

(7) u(t) = tanh
(
W T

xu · x(t)+W T
hu ·h(t−1)+bg

)

(8) c(t) =(t)
⊙

u(t)+ f(t)
⊙

c(t−1)

and then computes the output, or activation:

(9) y(t) = h(t) =(t)
⊙

tanh(c(t))

where:

• Wxi, Wx f , Wxo, and Wxg are the weights of four controllers when connecting to input vector

(i.e., x˙(t))

• Whi, Wh f , Who, and Whg are weights of four controllers when connecting to the previous

hidden state (i.e., h˙(t)).

• bi, b f , bo, and bg are the bias parameter for each of four controllers.
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The resulting sequence of the cells is h1,h2, · · · ,hT , where T represents the length of the input

sequence.

In our work, since we need an abstract and high-level features of each message in OHCs,

we use LSTM networks which have multiple layers. Figure 2.5 shows the structure of LSTM

cells in multiple layers. From the bottom layer to the top, multi layer LSTM networks generate

more abstract and high-level features. We apply the softmax function at the very end layer for

classification.

FIGURE 2.5. Multi-layer LSTM networks structure

Recently, it is common to use a more complicated variation of the RNN model, such as

an attention and a memory based model, TDLSTM+ATT [2]. This is an extension of LSTM

networks that use external memory and attention mechanisms for processing long texts, with a

high time-complexity [106].In addition, TDLSTM+ATT has more hyper-parameters and needs a

bigger training set (which makes them inappropriate for small or mid-size datasets) compared with
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LSTM networks.

2.3.4. Word Embedding

To be able to work on text data, we need to choose a word representation. One-hot vector is

an option for an initial setting. However, One-hot vector provides a very sparse representation that

will not be efficient. For example, if the size of our vocabulary is 100,000 words then the nth word

will be represented as a vector of the length as 100,000, where only the nth element is one, and all

other elements equal zero. Using embedding vectors is a solution to avoid inefficiencies introduced

by One-hot vector. Instead of using One-hot vector, we can assign a dense vector with a reasonable

length (i.e., 300) to each word in the vocabulary and let the deep neural network gradually learn

the best embedding for each word via a training phase. Creating the initial embedding vectors for

each word in the vocabulary can be done by using one of the following methods:

• Initializing a vector for each word in the vocabulary and let the neural network to learn

the best figures during training phase.

• Using one of the methods (e.g., Word2vec) used for distributed representation of words.

Many studies postulated that using Word2vec [77] results in a better result in comparison

with random initialization of embedding vectors [58, 126]. In our work, we used Word2vec for

initializing embedding vectors that are used as input vectors in our networks. There are two main

parameters for creating word embedding vectors: dimension, and resources. We used Wikipedia

2 and CSN (the whole CSN data from June 2000 to June 2012 with volume size of 752.4 MB) as

our resources. Wikipedia is a rich resource with medical information including cancer, therapies,

medications, etc. We generate word embedding vectors by applying the W2vector module in

Gensim [92]. Table 2.4 shows the top-10 most similar terms to the word ”cancer,” using Wikipedia

(wiki-150) and CSN (csn-150) as resources with 150 vector dimensions. The Top-10 most similar

words also illustrate the ranking of the most similar terms to the word ”cancer” from the top left

to the bottom right. In the ranking representation, we ignored any variations of the word ”cancer”

(e.g., cancers, canzer, cancer, etc.). As we can see, two out of the three most similar terms in

2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20160421
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both word embeddings are the same, melanoma and lymphoma. However, from the third term in

wiki-150, the similar terms gradually skew towards the general semantic of the word ”cancer,” that

represents cancer as a type of disease. However, in the csn-150, we can observe that all terms are

the name of the different types of cancer including abbreviation e.g., bc (Breast cancer) or ovca

(Ovarian cancer). These observations suggest that the word embedding created by Wikipedia is

prone to present a general view of the health-related data rather than the one generated by CSN

data. We apply both word embeddings in experiments to find out which resource turns out to be

the best for the classification task.

CSN-150

melanoma, lymphoma, bc (short form of Breast cancer), ovca

(short form of Ovarian cancer), disease, adenocarcinoma, tumour,

leukemia, metastasis, carcinoma, dysplasia, malignancies, NHL,

adenocarcinoma, UPSC

Wikipedia-150

leukemia, melanoma, lymphoma, diabetes, tumor, tuberculosis, disease,

pneumonia, polio, meningitis, cirrhosis, hepatitis, mesothelioma, emphysema,

alzheimer
TABLE 2.4. The most similar terms to the word ”cancer”

2.3.5. Lexicon-Based Features

The two principle functions of online health communities are emotional and informational

support. Accordingly, we expect to see more of messages in OHCs which convey one’s caring,

feelings, sympathy, etc. to other members or to see information about medications, disease report,

side-effects, referrals etc.. As we can see, emotional and informational messages express different

types of concepts that need the commentator to use different sets of words in each of them. For ex-

ample, it is more likely to find subjective words in emotional messages rather than in informational

messages. Informational messages use keywords that are more related to a disease.

Lexicon-based approaches for detecting emotions in the text have been the most widely-

used features of many models [67, 79, 102, 104]. As we can see from Figure 2.6, there is a pretty

good chance that a commentator uses an emotional keyword when he/she provides support to
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FIGURE 2.6. Difference between emotional and informational supports in terms

of content words

other members of an OHC. We created seven lexicons to address differentiation in the content of

emotional and informational messages; these lexicons are denoted as: EmoLex1, EmoLex2

• numWeak: This lexicon contains weakly subjective words which are words with specific

subjective usages. These words were extracted from the MPQA subjectivity dataset [115]

and a similar lexicon that was provided by Biyani et al. [2014].

• numStrong: This lexicon contains strongly subjective words that are subjective in most

contexts. This lexicon is compiled from the MPQA dataset [115] and a similar lexicon

provided by Biyani et al. [2014].

• numDrug: This lexicon contains medications and drug names that are more related to

breast and lung cancer. This dataset is an extension of the lexicon that was created by

Biyani et al. [2014]. We extend this lexicon by gathering information from online re-

sources 3. Our assumption is that drug names appear mostly in informational messages.

• numSide: Many patients in OHCs share their experiences on taking drugs and their re-

spective side-effects. Many therapeutic processes also have major side-effects especially

in cancer treatment processes (e.g., chemotherapy). We used online sources to capture

3An example of online source: http://www.breastcancer.org/treatment/druglist
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common side-effects in cancer treatments 4

• numProc: We used name of therapeutic procedures that patients commonly use when

they exchange information with each other. We extend a lexicon created by Biyani

et al. [2014] using online resources.

The above-listed lexicons address differentiation between emotional and non-emotional messages.

However, we need more granular information for differentiating between a variety of emotion

types. Hence, we also used lexicons introduced by Strapparava and Mihalcea [101], denoted as

EmoLex1, and by Mohammad and Turney [80], denoted as EmoLex2. EmoLex1 contains six

categories of words associated with one of Ekman’s six basic emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness,

fear, surprise, anger, and disgust), which is compiled from WordNet Affect [104]. Since Word-

Net Affect is built on top of the WordNet, it contains more general and formal emotional words.

However, we need to use a lexicon to recognize emotional words that are usually used in social

media and essentially do not appear in formal texts (e.g., bestfeeling). EmoLex2 is the NRC Word-

Emotion Association Lexicon that includes the collection of words that are captured from social

media and categorized words based on Ekman’s six basic emotions. EmoLex2 contains a large

number of words in each category of emotions that are created by using a crowdsourcing approach

in an iterative annotation fashion.

We use frequencies of subjective words, emotional words, and cancer-related keywords to

construct lexicon-based feature vector in our computational models.

2.3.6. ConvLSTM

Prior studies [10, 113, 114] proposed computational models for analyzing emotional sup-

port for thousands of messages in OHCs by handcrafting a set of features extracted from patients’

messages. Examples of such features include bag-of-words, linguistic features, lexicon-based fea-

tures, and word patterns. Biyani et al. [2014] showed that the lexicons that contain a collection of

subjective words, drug names, side effects, and therapeutic processes are among the most effective

features in emotional vs. informational message classification.

4An example of online resource: https://www.cancer.net/navigating-cancer-care/side-effects
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Name Samples of words in lexicons

EmoLex1
eager, cheerful, sorrow, joyful, kindhearted, hilariously, gloom, heartbreak,

regretful, panic, scare

EmoLex 2
superb, merrychristmas, bestfeeling, warms, healing, suffering, isolated,

chronic, difficulties, injurious, crumbling

numWeak
conclusive, concrete, depression, dictator, enlighten, erase, fluent, floundering,

imperfect, independence

numStrong
deploring, devoted, difficulty, enjoyable, equivocal, fondly, flourish, indefensible,

mere, miraculously

numDrug
Cytosar-U, Cytoxan, Dabrafenib, Dacarbazine, Dacogen, Dactinomycin,

Dasatinib, Daunorubicin Hydrochloride, Decitabine, Vectibix

numSide
osteoporosis, dysfunction, fibrosis, clot, pain, flash, stroke, fracture, palpitation,

cognitive dysfunction, uterin cancer

numProc
radiology, chemo, chemotherapy, brachytherapy, mri, mammogram, mammosite,

oncologist, oncology, aromata, inhibitor, lumpectomy
TABLE 2.5. Sample of emotional words compiled from Lexicons

However, despite the success of lexicon-based features, building comprehensive lexicons

in different health domains (e.g., cancer and diabetes) requires medical experts on each domain to

contribute intensively in a way that makes the process very challenging. For example, a group of

experts should be employed to build several lexicons for breast cancer even though their produc-

tions have the least commonality with other diseases; moreover, all lexicons need to be frequently

updated due to the fast advancement in the medical domain.

Besides, in OHCs, many messages provide emotional support without using explicit pos-

itive or negative affective words. For example, in this message from CSN: ”Keep in touch either

on this site or e-mail direct anytime Just think of it as we are all strolling down the same path

together and if one of us falls I know the rest will be right there to help out.”, the commentator

presents an emotional support implicitly. Capturing these types of messages as emotional is chal-
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FIGURE 2.7. The structure of ConvLSTM.

lenging for traditional machine learning approaches which are mostly dependent upon lexical- or

lexicon-based features.

In this section, we propose a computational model for analyzing emotional messages in

OHCs that do not need to have handcrafted features or expensive lexicons, which require experts’

knowledge, for generating high-quality results. Our proposed model called deep convolutional

LSTM, or ConvLSTM for short (shown in Figure 2.7).

ConvLSTM is composed of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and a one layer LSTM

network. Extracting important features is one of the primary functions of CNNs [118]. CNNs gen-

erate semantic features from input messages by applying a convolutional function and using some

kernels. The kernels are calibrated with the set of classes available for the task via a supervised

training process that generates feature maps F whose units share the same weight and bias.

In ConvLSTM, the feature transfer task allows LSTM networks to represent and learn the

function learned by a CNN network model. This model captures both high-level and sequential

information without adding extra complexity like using the memory or attention mechanism [2,

106]. Regarding the architecture, our proposed classification model is close to the models stated

in Kim et al. [2016] and Xiao and Cho [2016] where they applied a character-level CNN to create
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high-level features, whereas our model works at the word-level. We use the word-level input to use

the benefit of applying embedding vectors which are trained on OHCs. We use the character-level

model by Kim et al. [2016], denoted by C-ConvLSTM, as one strong baseline for comparison with

our model.

As we mentioned, the input of an LSTM network at time t is the output of the CNN.

Convolutional layers consist of two phases. In the first phase, k kernels for each region size (rs)

are applied to the sequence of tokens in each message (e.g., 32 kernels for 2, 3, and 4 region sizes).

Thus, the feature map F ∈Rk×rs. The features ft , with t = 1, · · · ,T , are defined as follows:

(10) ft = Relu(F [wt−(rs/2)+1, · · · ,wt , · · · ,wt+(rs/2)])

where Relu is the rectified linear unit activation function. This process is iteratively done for each

time step (corresponding to each word) of the input message that ends up with F = ( f1, f2, · · · , fT )

sequence. In the second phase, a max pooling function is applied to F that results in:

F ′= ( f1
′, f ′2, ..., f ′T/(poolingsize))

F ′ is the output of the CNN that contains high-level, abstract features that are used as input to the

subsequent LSTM network.

As Figure 2.7 depicts, the LSTM network generates a vector representation of each mes-

sage, which is used by the Softmax function, P(Y |W ), for classification. Since both CNN network

and LSTM network use a variety of hyper-parameters, we optimize parameters using a develop-

ment set before applying them for identifying emotional messages and their emotion type.

As can be seen from the architecture of the ConvLSTM, this model does not include any

contextual information that obviates the need for handcrafted features. However, we propose a

variation of ConvLSTM which has a compositional structure and uses contextual information as

the feature for the classification task.

2.3.7. ConvLexLSTM

Deep neural networks (DNNs), such as recurrent or convolutional neural network, can be

fed with raw data (e.g., ConvLSTM). However, some studies showed that applying DNNs by using

extracted features from raw data brings about better results [62, 86, 116].
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Given a sentence of n words, we apply CNN to extract high-level (abstract) features that

capture the semantic part of the text [62]. We combine high-level features with surface-level and

lexicon-based features. Our proposed model, ConvLexLSTM, is shown graphically in Figure 4.1.

As can be seen from the figure, we use a combination of CNN and LSTM models, where the

final feature vectors from CNN augmented with lexicon-based features are fed as input to the

LSTM network. The sequence of lexicon-based features in Figure 4.1 represents the best settings

that achieved the highest result when applied to the development set. ConvLexLSTM captures

all high-level, contextual and sequential information without leveraging extra parameters to the

training process.

FIGURE 2.8. The structure of ConvLexLSTM.

2.4. Experimental Settings

We used our proposed models (i.e., ConvLSTM and ConvLexLSTM) for two classification

tasks: emotional messages identification and emotion type detection in OHC messages. In this

section, we also describe the evaluation of ConvLSTM and ConvLexLSTM. For the emotional

messages identification task, we consider a binary classification which includes emotional/non-

emotional classes. For evaluating these models for emotion type detection, we use the joy and

sadness emotions, which have at least 5% coverage in our data (see Table 2). Also, since binary
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tasks are considered easier to learn than multi-class tasks [9], we trained our models in the two-

class setting, joy/non-joy (and sad/non-sad), by binarizing the datasets.

In the experiments, for our word-level ConvLSTM, we used word embeddings as input to

the neural networks. We used Wikipedia5 and CSN (the dataset contains user’s comments from

June 2000 to June 2012) as our resources for generating word vectors by using the W2vector

module in Gensim [92].

We estimated hyper-parameters for each model via a grid search over combinations of

important parameters on a development set that consists of removing 20% of instances from the

training set in each iteration of 10-fold cross-validation. We report precision, recall, and F1-score.

2.4.1. Hyper-parameter Settings

We set hyper-parameters for each DNN model (i.e., CNN, LSTM, C-ConvLSTM, Con-

vLSTM, and ConvLexLSTM) via grid search over combinations of important parameters except

for word embedding vectors, which is explained in Section 2.3.4. We ran several experiments for

optimizing each models’ performance when applying them to the development set. We used the

development set that is created for emotion type detection task and used the best settings of DNNs

for both classification tasks (i.e., emotion identification and emotion type detection tasks). These

parameters are learning rate (LR) [0.1,0.001], l2 regularization (L2reg) [0.0,5E−5,1E−5], decay

rate [0.0,0.1, · · · ,0.8], dropout 0.0,0.1, · · · ,0.6, number of layers [1,2, · · · ,10] , pooling methods [1-

Max, Mean, Last state] , order size in LSTM unigram, bigram, trigram, kernel region sizes (FRS)

and number of feature maps (NF) in CNN (i.e., [(2,3,4),(3,4,5),(4,5,6)], and [32,64, · · · ,256]).

We set the hyper-parameters of Kim et al. [60] to the best setting provided by the authors.

As can be seen in Table 2.6, while LSTM network and CNN network achieved the best

performance with the 3-layer setting, ConvLSTM and ConvLexLSTM obtained their best perfor-

mance with a 1-layer setting; moreover, we can observe that the number of kernels (or filters) (NF)

and figures in FRS in our proposed models and CNN are very different. Combining LSTM net-

works and CNN networks creates many learning parameters that need to be trained and learned

during training phase. One observation is that by combining CNN networks and LSTM networks,

5https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20160421
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DNN models settings

–CNN: LR= 0.1, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.5, dropout=0.7, layer=3,

Max pooling, FRS=(2,3,4), NF=128

–LSTM: LR= 0.001, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.7, dropout=0.7, layer=3,

Max pooling

–ConvLSTM:LR= 0.001, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.7, dropout=0.6, layer=1,

Max pooling, FRS=(2,3), NF=32

–ConvLexLSTM:LR= 0.001, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.5, dropout=0.6, layer=2,

Max pooling, FRS=(2,3), NF=16
TABLE 2.6. Optimized hyperparameter settings for each model

we need more training data due to more parameters in the network need to be learned. However,

by decreasing the number of FRS (from three regions in CNN network in two regions in ConvL-

STM and ConvLexLSTM) and NF (from 128 in CNN network to 32 and 16 in ConvLSTM and

ConvLexLSTM respectively) (see Table 2.6) the number of parameters in ConvLSTM and Con-

vLexLSTM plunges into almost the same number of parameters as individual CNN network and

LSTM network. Besides, by decreasing the number of NF and FRS, we avoid possible overfitting

caused by an overwhelming number of parameters and medium-sized datasets (B-DS and L-DS).

One of the most important hyper-parameters which has a significant impact on the perfor-

mance of DNNs is the embedding vector, which has two parameters: source data used for training

and the length of the vectors [126]. we created our word vectors in three different dimensions (i.e.,

75, 150, 300) by using data compiled from Wikipedia and CSN as the training source. We create

six different embedding vectors. To choose the best embedding vectors for our models, we trained

ConvLSTM on the whole dataset (i.e., the remaining instances after separating the development

set) and then computed the results when applying our model on the development set.

As we can see from Table 2.7, ConvLSTM with embedding vectors with the length of

150, which was created from CSN data, obtained the best results. The better performance of CSN-

based embeddings in comparison with Wikipedia-based embeddings can be attributed to the higher
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Type of resource & length Precision(%) Recall(%) F1 (%)

csn-75 85.2 87.7 86.4

csn-150 88.7 90.5 89.5

csn-300 83.3 89.8 86.4

Wiki-75 80.9 87.6 84.1

Wiki-150 83.2 88.5 85.7

Wiki-300 82.0 88.2 84.9

TABLE 2.7. Results of the ConvLSTM on the development set using different

embedding vectors

demands for random values initialization in a given message when Wikipedia resource embedding

is applied. For example, considering the term ”bc” which is an abbreviation term for ”breast

cancer”, ”bc” has a pre-trained vector in the CSN-based embedding that represents a meaningful

relation with any concepts related to the word ”cancer”. However, the word ”bc” does not exist in

Wikipedia as a meaningful term, and ConvLSTM needs to initialize a random vector for the term

”bc” when it appears in a message.

Among all hyperparameters, the length of the words’ vector and type of resources had the

highest impact on the F-1 measures. For example, changing vector size (which was trained on

CSN) from 75 to 150 increased F1-score on the development sets as much as 3.1% (see Table 2.7).

All models achieved their best results (i.e., emotional messages identification and emotion type

detection) when assigned to the 150-dimension word embedding vectors trained on the CSN data.

We use our models with an optimized setting for identifying emotional messages and emo-

tion type (i.e., joy, sadness) in OHCs’ messages.

2.5. Performance of Our Proposed Models

We evaluate the performance of ConvLexLSTM and ConvLSTM on B-DS and L-DS for

emotional messages identification and emotion type detection tasks.
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Method B-DS L-DS

Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

ConvLexLSTM 91.8 96.6 94.1 84.3 87.0 85.6

ConvLSTM 88.7 94.3 91.4 82.7 84.5 83.6

C-ConvLSTM 89.5 88.6 89.0 80.8 80.9 80.8

LSTM 88.4 91.5 89.9 82.3 79.8 81.0

CNN 84.6 92.8 88.5 80.1 81.3 80.7

EMO2014 85.1 91.1 88.0 74.0 83.2 78.3

BoW-POS 85.5 85.8 85.7 72.9 80.8 76.6

Lexicon-based model 66.7 92.0 77.4 64.3 97.3 77.4
TABLE 2.8. Emotional messages classification results using 10-fold cross validation.

2.5.1. Results for Emotional Messages Identification

From Table 2.8, we observe that all deep neural networks achieve a better performance

than the state-of-the-art model, EMO2014 by Biyani et al. [2014] and the BoW baseline and the

lexicon-based model. ConvLexLSTM achieves the best performance with an F1-score of 94.1%

and 85.6% on B-DS and L-DS, respectively. ConvLexLSTM outperforms EMO2014 [10] by 6.1%

and 7.3% on the B-DS and L-DS, respectively. Also, it can be seen that the word-level ConvLexL-

STM and ConvLSTM outperform the character-level model of Kim et al. [2016] (C-ConvLSTM),

which supports our hypothesis that using word embeddings trained on OHC health data yields bet-

ter model performance than character-level. As we can see from Table 2.8, combining lexicons

with the extracted feature from CNN improved the results (comparing the results of ConvLSTM

and ConvLexLSTM). We also can observe that ConvLSTM which does not use any contextual

information and can be applied on any type of texts, achieved better F1-scores than the state-of-

the-art model (i.e., EMO2014) by 2.4% on B-DS and 3.6% on L-DS dataset. High-quality results

obtained by ConvLSTM shows that it can be applied in any OHC forums that handcrafting contex-

tual feature is expensive or challenging; In cases where contextual features are provided, we show

that ConLexLSTM improves the quality of the classification model.

The results presented in Table 2.8 show that all classifiers achieve substantially better Pre-
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cision, Recall and F1-score on B-DS compared with L-DS. The F1-score decline in L-DS can

be explained by the fact that in B-DS, commentators express their emotions using more explicit

emotional words compared to L-DS; for example, consider the messages: “I haven’t gotten de-

pressed from it” and “I have no idea what the future holds.” In the former message from B-DS,

the commentator used the word depressed reflecting a rather similar situation (this judgment is

based on reading the whole related threads) as in L-DS, but the commentator in L-DS did not use

any explicit emotional words. This is an interesting observation since, intuitively, women typically

use more emotional words as compared to men. A manual investigation of our B-DS and L-DS

datasets (based solely on the text of the messages) revealed that 79% of messages were written by

women in B-DS, whereas only 55% of the messages were written by women in L-DS. We found

that even men were more emotional when writing in the B-DS in comparison with L-DS, such that

83.8% of messages written by men in the B-DS were emotional whereas only 66.3% in the L-DS.6

2.5.2. Results for Emotion Type Detection

Due to the complexity of the classification task in emotion type detection such that the

classifier should identify emotional messages and then detect the type of emotion in messages, we

decide to perform ablation experiment starting with ConvLexLSTM. First, we evaluate ConvLexL-

STM performance in an ablation experiment to determine the role played by each component for

emotion detection. Specifically, we compare ConvLexLSTM with ConvLSTM (a model that has

the same architecture as ConvLexLSTM but does not use any external lexicon), CNN, LSTM, and

support vector machine (SVM) with the (concatenated) features from the seven lexicons (described

above).

Table 2.9 shows the results of this comparison. As can be seen from the table, ConvLexL-

STM achieves the best results consistently throughout all experiments in terms of all compared

measures. This ablation experiment confirms our intuition that all components are contributing

to the final emotion detection, even if some of them to a smaller extent. For example, removing

the seven lexicon features from ConvLexLSTM, which yields ConvLSTM, results in a drop in F1-

score by 5.8% and 4.8% on joy in B-DS and L-DS, respectively, and 3.9% and 5.4% on sadness in

6Gender distributions in B-DS were 84 (F) and 28 (M)
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B-DS and L-DS, respectively.

Not surprisingly, SVM with the seven-lexicon based features (denoted as Seven-Lexicon)

performs the worst among the compared models, suggesting that capturing the semantic informa-

tion from text improves emotion detection. Still, ConvLSTM is the second best performing model

in terms of F1-score. These results show that our model can be successfully applied in a health

domain even in the absence of health lexicons, which are often expensive to obtain. Not surpris-

ingly, the SVM with the seven-lexicon based features (denoted as Seven-Lexicon) performs the

worst among the compared models, suggesting that capturing the semantic information from text

improves emotion detection.

Second, we compare ConvLexLSTM with three baselines:

(1) C-ConvLSTM which is a character-level CNN-LSTM) proposed by Kim et al. [2016]

(2) SWAT [54], which is an emotion detection model from SemEval-2007. We re-implement

SWAT with a minor change: using WordNet instead of Roger’s Thesaurus for finding

unigrams’ synonyms.

(3) EmoSVM, which is an SVM with a set of handcrafted features. We developed this model

to represent traditional style of classification. We elaborate on the applied in the follow-

ing.

In developing EmoSVM, we used the following features as input to the machine learning

algorithms:

• unigrams and bigrams: n-grams have been shown to improve classification results in

social media analysis tasks [117]. We treat each message drawn from our dataset as a

document and then calculate normalized tf-idf for each unigram and bigram in the vocab-

ulary. We performed stemming and eliminated punctuation from each message.

• Part-of-speech (POS): POS tags obtain primary properties of each word in OHC mes-

sages. Using POS tags as a feature for the classification task in sentiment and subjectivity

task has been a common practice [10, 120]. We encode the frequency of POS tags in a

message as a feature in developing EmoSVM.

• Emotional words: Intuitively, people use emotional words when they want to express
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Method B-DS L-DS

Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%)

Joy

ConvLexLSTM 92.3 94.3 93.2 90.4 89.3 89.8

ConvLSTM 86.6 88.4 87.4 87.0 83.0 85.0

CNN 85.0 84.0 84.5 82.2 82.8 82.5

LSTM 86.0 86.6 86.3 85.0 83.0 84.0

Seven-Lexicon 63.4 87.3 73.45 60.0 85.1 70.37

C-ConvLSTM 86.2 87.0 86.6 85.0 82.0 83.47

SWAT 66.0 68.0 67.0 65.5 66.7 66.0

EmoSVM 81.0 82.0 81.5 82.0 80.0 81.0

Sad

ConvLexLSTM 93.7 91.1 92.3 88.0 90.9 89.4

ConvLSTM 89.0 87.8 88.4 81.0 87.5 84.0

CNN 83.2 83.6 83.4 81.7 80.5 81.0

LSTM 87.4 85.8 86.6 83.2 83.6 83.4

Seven-Lexicon 61.0 84.9 70.99 61.0 83.3 70.42

C-ConvLSTM 85.0 83.6 84.3 83.7 82.1 82.9

SWAT 65.0 66.0 65.5 64.0 65.0 64.5

EmoSVM 80.5 81.7 81.0 79.0 78.0 78.5
TABLE 2.9. Emotion detection results using 10-fold cross validation. The numbers

are percentages.

their feelings. Building and using lexicons for identifying emotional sentences has been

used extensively in emotion detection tasks [79, 80, 103, 104]. We used the word-

emotions association lexicon by Mohammad [79] and the WordNet-Affect lexicon by

Strapparava et al. [104] to build two binary features that show the existence of any type

of emotional word in the sentence. For example, if the word excited exist in a sentence

for the joy vs. non-joy classification task, then we encode this feature as ”1” in our

classification model.
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• Sentiments of sentence: Intuitively, it is more likely that a person who has a positive

opinion towards something, he/she will express a positive emotion like joy rather than sad,

disgust, fear emotions and vice versa. We applied the output of the Stanford sentiment

tool developed by Socher et al. [100] as a feature to show the positivity or negativity of

a sentence. We encode this feature as 1 , 0, and -1 for the positive, neutral, and negative

outputs of the tool, respectively.

We used the development set and performed an ablation study to confirm that all of the above

features have a positive impact on the results. We kept the above features in EmoSVM model

and discard the ones which had a negative impact on the results. Table 2.9 shows the results of

comparing the performance of our baselines with our proposed models. As seen from the table,

ConvLexLSTM outperforms all three baselines, and more importantly, the character-level CNN-

LSTM by Kim et al. [60] (i.e., the C-ConvLSTM model). We use the word-level input to use

the benefit of applying embedding vectors which are trained on OHCs and using lexicon-based

features. We use the word-level input in our models to gain the benefit of applying embedding

vectors which are trained on CSN. This result confirms our belief that applying embedding vectors,

which are trained directly on data from OHCs, yields improvement in performance over character-

level models.

It is worth mentioning that all deep neural networks, ConvLexLSTM, ConvLSTM, CNN,

LSTM, and C-ConvLSTM, that capture high-level semantic features perform better than the tradi-

tional models of emotion detection. The lexicon-based features act as a complement (for the high-

level semantic features) by looking into exact words in the text to generate appropriate features in

ConvLexLSTM for emotion detection. With a paired T-test, the improvements of ConvLexLSTM

over the compared models for F1-score are statistically significant for p-values < 0.05.

2.5.3. Impact of Holidays on Emotional States

We further analyzed the impact of several US holidays (shown in Figure 2.9) on CSN users’

emotional states. For this experiment, we extracted messages from two days before and two days

after each holiday. We also created a dataset by combining messages written on five random days,

i.e., not close to any event, to be used as a baseline for comparing the emotional state of participants
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FIGURE 2.9. Joy and sadness throughout events.

in different holidays. We used ConvLexLSTM to classify joy and sadness on these data. As can be

seen from Figure 2.9, on a typical day, the percentage of joy and sad emotions are similar, whereas

Christmas and Thanksgiving show more joyful spirits, possibly due to family gatherings and other

social events around these holidays, in which people feel supported and hence feel better. This is

an interesting direction of investigation for future work.

2.6. Emotion Type Distribution in Influential Users Posts

OHCs have a group of participants, like other social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

etc.), who have high influence on their peers in the network; these participants are called influential

users, who are implicitly the leader of the network. In OHCs, the importance of influential users

is to the extent that some studies tailor the effectiveness of OHCs to the influential users’ activities

and the population of them in the network [75]. Furthermore, influential users have the ability to

impact the the whole OHC network implicitly and indirectly [81]. Prior studies postulated that

health-related behaviors and the emotional state of patients are highly influenced by the quality

of social contact [16, 18, 36]; this shows the potential of influential users in changing patients’

behavior, given the high connections that they make in OHCs [10].
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Given the importance of the roles that influential users play in OHCs, identifying and track-

ing their behaviors is one of the highest priorities of OHC moderators [16]. For example, modera-

tors can ask influential users to help patients who express signs of depression in the network (e.g.,

patients who post many messages with sad content); or moderators can use the communicative

power of influential users to encourage patients in using newly established therapeutic procedures,

correcting wrong beliefs about a kind of therapy and side-effects, or encouraging patients to have

a healthy lifestyle [14, 108].

In OHCs, moderators need to detect influential users who spread positive emotions in the

network and connect them to depressed patients for the sake of encouraging them emotionally. We

used the list of user-ids that is provided by CSN moderators [10], which include 62 influential users

in the breast cancer forum. We used the CSN data that was collected from June 2000 until June

2012 and extracted all messages that were posted by influential users, which are 286,487 sentences

in total. We eliminated all sentences that we used in building our dataset (i.e., B-DS)

We also randomly chose a list of 6 influential users and created an individual dataset for

each influential user from their messages that were posted from June 2000 until June 2011. We

call data for each influential user in f −1, in f −2, · · · , in f −6.

First, We applied our computational model for emotional messages identification on each

of six influential users data and the whole data of all influential users ( see Figure 2.10).

As we can see from Figure 2.10, while emotional messages in individual’s posts are al-

ways more that non-emotional posts, the number of emotional and non-emotional posts are almost

the same in the whole influential users’ posts. From Figure 2.10, we can see that in four of the

six influential users, they are providing almost the same amount of emotional and non-emotional

messages; however, in two of them (i.e., inf-3 and inf-4), they tend to support patients emotionally

considerably more than other influential users.

We then apply our emotion type detection model on the emotional message that was ex-

tracted from the previous experiment. Figure 2.11 illustrates the difference between messages with

joy content and messages with sadness content. As can be seen from Figure 2.11, the percentage

of messages with joy content is considerably more than the messages with sad content. These re-
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FIGURE 2.10. Comparing emotional and non-emotional sentences in influential

users’ posts

sults show that influential users tend to encourage patient with emotionally joy content rather than

sad content. We explored through messages with sad content and found that many of them are a

sympathetic message that an influential user intended to show his/her feelings of sorrow for other

patient.

The experiments in this section show that our proposed models can be used for tracking

emotional content in influential users’ messages and help moderators in finding them and connect-

ing them to patients who are suffering from depression or deep sadness.

2.7. Related Work

Emotion detection has been studied in computational linguistics for a long time. Identifying

emotions latent in OHCs’ messages is one of the primary steps in analyzing social support. The

most popular model for emotion classification is based on the Ekman’s basic emotion set [104].

This set includes anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise, and is arguably the best

well-known emotion categorization [32].
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FIGURE 2.11. Comparing sentences with joy and sadness emotions in influential

users’ posts

Strapparava and Mihalcea [102] proposed knowledge-based and corpus-based methods for

classifying emotions based on Ekman’s basic emotions. Co-occurrence distribution of the general

words in the text with emotional words have been used by Katz et al. [54] for identifying emotion

type latent in news headlines. Keyword-based approaches, which are based on finding emotional

words in the text, suffer from word meaning ambiguity that causes the inability to classify texts that

lacks specific keywords. Therefore, Bao et al. [4] considered topical relationships across words

and emotion type and Agrawal and An [1] proposed semantic relations between words and the

emotion type for classifying emotions.

Emotion detection approaches in social media have different specialties due to their in-

formal context in which people do not follow grammatical rules and use many characters that do

not occur in formal texts (e.g. #, :)). Some works created emotion lexicons for social media and

showed that they improve the accuracy of their models [79, 105]. For example, Mohammad [79]

proposed a method for creating a lexicon based on emotion word hashtags and showed that using

this lexicon improves the results.
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Although emotion detection from social media has been studied for years, there are only a

few studies that applied computational models on OHCs for detecting emotions [10, 112, 113, 114].

Wang et al. [114] used a linear regression model to identify emotional supports in messages from

a cancer forum. For a given message, the trained model predicts to what extent each sentence

contains either emotional or non-emotional supports on a scale of 1 to 7. Three types of features

for classification were created: psycholinguistics features (e.g., LIWC), linguistic features (e.g.,

POS, messages type, message length, subjectivity intensity, etc.), and LDA topical features (e.g.,

family and friends, diet, etc.). The authors showed that linguistic and topical features were the

most effective ones.

Since messages posted in OHCs may contain a combination of emotional and non-emotional

support, Biyani et al. [10] performed emotional message classification at the sentence level. The

authors annotated 1,000+ sentences, which were extracted from random posts in the breast can-

cer discussion board of the cancer survivor network (CSN7). For identifying emotional messages,

the authors used unigrams, POS tags, structural patterns, and five different lexicons that contain

strong and weak subjective words, cancer drugs, side-effects, and cancer procedures. Biyani et

al. [10] showed that features drawn from lexicons had a high impact on the results. Wang et al.

[113] classified OHCs’ messages based on the intention of the participant when writing messages

(i.e., companionship, seeking information, seeking emotion, providing information, and providing

emotion). The authors applied four types of features, three of which were used by Wang et al.

[114] coupled with lexicon-based features used in Biyani et al. [10].

The above studies focused on classifying emotional messages or commentators’ intentions,

using hand-crafted features. In contrast, we improve these works by using state-of-the-art methods

(deep neural networks) for emotional message classification and provide a more insightful under-

standing of emotional messages by identifying their emotion types. Despite the large use of deep

learning approaches in the biomedical domain, including electronic health records and imaging

[78], deep learning was not extensively used for analyzing short messages posted in online health

communities.

7https://csn.cancer.org
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2.8. Chapter Summary and Future Directions

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of emotional messages identification and emo-

tion type detection from messages that are posted in online health communities. To this end, we

proposed a computational model, ConvLexLSTM, that combines the strengths of CNN networks,

LSTM networks and lexicon-based approaches to capture the hidden semantics in OHCs messages.

We show that our proposed model, with or without lexicon-based features, which are often expen-

sive to obtain or maintain in a health domain, provides a better emotion type detection compared

with strong baselines and prior works.

We showed two benefits of using our models as a feature in OHC applications. The re-

sults of our models can be used by OHC moderators for manging purposes and researchers in the

medical and psychological domain. First we applied our model for emotion type detection around

important holidays in USA and secondly, we used our model to analyze influential users’ behavior

when interacting with patients.

In the future, it would be interesting to extend this work to other types of emotions, e.g.,

anger or fear, as well as to other OHCs. Since emotion type detection has not been used in identi-

fying influential users, it will be interesting to use emotions in influential users’ posts as a feature

in combination with other features, which have been studied before, and measure the impact of

emotion-based features in identifying influential users. Besides, investigating the relation between

posting messages with sad content and users’ depression is worth to be studied.
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYZING EMPATHETIC MESSAGES IN ONLINE HEALTH COMMUNITIES

1 Empathy captures one’s ability to correlate with and understand others’ emotional states

and experiences. Messages with empathetic content are considered as one of the main advantages

for joining online health communities due to their potential to improve people’s moods. Unfortu-

nately, to this date, no computational studies exist that automatically identify empathetic messages

in online health communities and analyze its impact on people’s emotional states. In this chap-

ter, we propose a combination of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short Term

Memory (LSTMs) networks, and show that the proposed model outperforms each individual model

(CNN and LSTM) as well as several baselines.

3.1. Introduction

Empathy captures the ability of an individual to correlate with and gain an accurate un-

derstanding of other individuals’ emotional states by putting oneself in their situations with ap-

propriate reactions [6, 64]. Empathy is shown to have a fundamental role in connecting people

in a community together [27]. Recently, many studies in social and psychological sciences have

investigated the correlation between the empathetic capability of users in a social network and

their characteristics and behavioral patterns. For example, Kardos et al. [2017] analyzed social

networks and found that higher empathetic abilities in social network users bring about a bigger

size of close friends’ list and vice versa. Medeiros and Bosse [2016] and Coursaris and Liu [2009]

also expressed that empathetic abilities account for social supports in social media, and Mayshak

et al. [2017] showed that the level of user engagement with social networking website has a di-

rect correlation with empathetic abilities. Finally, Del Rey et al. [2016] suggested that empathy

negatively predicts traditional bullying and cyber-bullying perpetration.

Recent studies show that in the health domain, empathy is one of the main advantages of

1Appreciation is extended to association for computational linguistics (ACL). This entire chapter is reproduced from
Khanpour, H., Caragea, C. and Biyani, P. [2017], Identifying empathetic messages in online health communities, in
Proceedings of the Eighth International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing, Vol. 2, pp. 246251, with
permission from ACL
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–Patient: Hi all sense being on chemo ( 5 down 1 to tch ) with the last two really I have had

a problem with my BP being high. I am having a problem with my heart racing. At rest it may

get down to 86. When my oncologist did the muga scan it went from 68 to 63. I have never had

a problem with my heart at all. I’m Very nervous.

–Commentator: I had much the same problem while doing chemo, the last 2 or 3 rounds were the

worst. Try not to worry to much! By the way I am the proud owner of 3 chihuahuas.

Blessings to you...Alison

–Patient: Thanks so much I feel allot better now. I did talk to my Dr and he is giving me meds to

lower the rate. I feel like I spend my time fighting side affects LOL. Thanks sisters. Take care all
TABLE 3.1. A sample of an empathetic message and its impact on patient’s emotion

using online health communities (OHCs) [70, 74, 82], which potentially foster the healing process

by decreasing distress and increasing optimism [42, 85]. Table 3.1 shows an anecdotal example,

extracted from a cancer-related community, illustrating the function of empathetic messages.

Despite its importance, to our knowledge, there has not been any computational approaches

proposed for identifying and analyzing empathetic messages in OHCs. The works above, in social

science and psychology, are based upon using questionnaire, direct interviews, or at most hundreds

of samples from manually collected data. These studies suffer from scalability, biased data usage

[89], and high dependency to the human’s memory that might not recall details accurately [66, 91].

In this chapter, we propose a computational approach, which is able to analyze large num-

bers of messages in social networks and automatically identify messages that contain empathy

to make an appropriate foundation for further, deeper, and scalable studies and developing appli-

cations. Automatic empathetic message identifier can be used by social networks moderators for

monitoring communities mental health, cyber-bullying and cyber-stalking detection, measuring the

level of users engagement in communities [73], predicting users’ position in online communities

[53], as well as the loneliness of users [87]. Furthermore, such an application can be employed in

measuring nursing skills [121], measuring the quality of online counseling sessions, and assessing

the quality of human-robot interactions [40, 65].

The scope of this study is on analyzing patients’ comments in OHCs to identify empathetic
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messages (i.e., sentences in comments). While providing patients’ with empathetic messages on

OHCs is a critical outcome of online communities, computational studies addressed only two gen-

eral functions of OHCs: informational seeking forum and social support forum [23, 34]. Recently,

some computational models for analyzing social supports [10, 89, 113] and identifying influential

users [127] have been proposed, which are the closest studies in the literature to our work. How-

ever, in our study, we are addressing a different problem, that of identifying empathetic messages.

Our contributions in this work are as follows:

(1) We create a dataset annotated for empathetic messages identification in OHCs. This is the

first study which provides a dataset for identifying empathetic messages in social media.

(2) We propose an automatic model for identifying empathetic messages in OHCs. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a computational model for

detecting empathy in the health-related social networks.

(3) We experimentally validate our empathy identification model on a manually annotated

dataset specifically created for this task from a Cancer Survivors’ Network.

(4) We also show that generally empathetic messages in comments of OHCs transform par-

ticipants feelings from negative to positive.

3.2. Data Collection and Annotation

We randomly selected 225 comments from 21 discussion threads in a lung cancer dis-

cussion board in a cancer survivor network (CSN)2. Following Biyani et al. [2014], we selected

messages (i.e., sentences in comments) with length greater than four words. We ended up with

1041 messages in total. We integrated our collected data with 1066 messages extracted from the

breast cancer discussion board in CSN that was provided by Biyani et al. [2014].

The purpose of the annotation is to identify empathetic messages by which a commen-

tator intended to show his/her empathy with other people. Two annotators (graduate students)

contributed to the annotation task. We asked them to update their knowledge of empathy by read-

ing two studies (i.e., Collins [2014] and Decety and Jackson [2004]) during a week. After a group

meeting between annotators and researchers to share and discuss their understanding of empathetic
2https://csn.cancer.org
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messages with the presence of two psychologists, the annotation task began in an iterative fashion

similar to prior studies and guidelines [31, 35, 97] . In each round, 200 messages were assigned

and annotators were asked to meet with researchers to discuss disagreements. 100% inter-annotator

agreement (IAA) were achieved after each round of discussions. After three initial rounds of an-

notations where IAA exceeded 80%, the remaining of the data were assigned (1417 messages) to

the annotators where they achieved 87% IAA. The last round of assigned data was adjudicated by

one of the main researchers. Table 3.2 represents the distribution of empathetic messages in each

datasets (i.e., breast cancer (B-dataset) and lung cancer (L-dataset)). As can be seen, in B-dataset

the percentage of the empathetic messages is more than 1.5 times of the L-dataset.

Dataset Empathetic msgs. Percentage(%)

B-dataset 494 out of 1066 46.3

L-dataset 295 out of 1041 28.3

TABLE 3.2. Statistics from the data collections.

3.3. Model

In this section, we describe our proposed model for empathetic messages identification in

OHCs.

Given a message in a social network, S = {W1,W2, · · · ,Wi, · · · ,Wn} with n words, empathy

classifier aims at determining if the message contains empathetic content.

Hyper-parameter Settings

–LSTM: W2vec-S=150, LR= 0.001, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.7, dropout=0.5, layer=5, Max pooling

–ConvLST:W2vec-S=150, LR= 0.01, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.7, dropout=0.5, layer=2, Max pooling

–CNN: W2vec-S=150, LR= 0.1, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.5, dropout=0.5, layer=2,

Max pooling, FRS=(1,2,3), NF=64
TABLE 3.3. Hyperparameter settings for each model
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3.3.1. Word Representations

We use word embedding with an embedding matrix Ew ∈ Rdw×Vw where dw is the embed-

ding dimension and Vm shows word vocabulary size. We generate six word embedding matrices

by using two resources: Wikipedia 3 and CSN (the whole CSN data, 752.4 MB) in three different

dimensions (i.e., 75, 150, and 300). We used W2vector module in Gensim [92].

3.3.2. Model Description

The proposed model for classifying empathetic messages is a combination of a convo-

lutional and an LSTM network (ConvLST). This network takes word embeddings as input and

creates a sequence of dense, real-valued vectors: E = (e1,e2, · · · ,eT ). By applying multiple con-

volutional layers to E and using pooling, we obtain a dynamic sequence of feature vectors: F =

( f1, f2, · · · , fn) which is fed into a variation of recurrent neural network (LSTM). The output of the

LSTM network is given to a softmax function to compute the predictive probabilities, p(y = k|S),

of each binary classes given message S (see Figure 3.1).

FIGURE 3.1. ConvLST structure for empathetic messages identification.

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20160421
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3.4. Experiments

In this sections, we present our optimization process and the results of our model used to

identify empathetic messages.

3.4.1. Hyper-parameters settings

We separated 15% of the dataset as the developing set. We optimized hyperparameters

of ConvLST and each of embedded models (i.e., CNN and LSTM) to compare their perfor-

mances with ConvLST. We obtain the best optimization settings for hyperparameters via grid

search over combinations of important parameters. These parameters are: word embedding vec-

tor size (W2vec-S) [75,150,300],initial learning rate (LR) [0.1,0.001], l2 regularization (L2reg)

[0.0,5E−5,1E−5], decay rate [0.0,0.1, · · · ,0.8], dropout 0.0,0.1, · · · ,0.6, number of layers [1,2, · · · ,10],

pooling methods [1-Max, Mean, Last state], order size in LSTM unigram, bigram, trigram, filter

region sizes (FRS) and number of feature maps (NF) in CNN, [(1,2,3),(2,3,4),(3,4,5),(4,5,6)]

and [32,64, · · · ,256], respectively.

Baselines: We compare our models with the following baselines:

(1) Bag-of-words and POS tags: Word frequencies and their part-of-speech tags show the

primary property of the text and has been used in studies on OHCs’ message processing

[10]. We used both words and their POS tags’ frequencies as features.

(2) Lexicon-based model: Lexicon-based approaches has been used in many studies related

to emotion detection [101, 104] and sentiment analysis tasks [67, 79]. Following Biyani

et al. [2014] who used lexical features, we used the same lexica, which are provided

by Biyani et al. [2014]. These lexica include: weak subjective words, strong subjective

words, cancer drugs, side-effects, and therapeutic procedures, for building our baseline’s

feature set.

3.4.2. Empathetic Message Identification

Table 3.4 compares the performance of our proposed model (ConvLST) with other DNNs

(CNN and LSTM), and the baselines. As can be seen, our model achieves the best F1-score,

which is 8.46% higher than the best baseline’s F1-score (i.e., 69.90%). These results show that the
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Method P(%) R(%) F-1 (%)

ConvLST 78.61 78.12 78.36

LSTM 79.47 75.00 77.17

CNN 76.20 77.00 76.60

BoW+POS 71.8 68.2 69.90

Lexical-based 54.5 46.9 50.4

TABLE 3.4. Empathetic message identification.

combination of CNN and LSTM (ConvLST), that employs the sequences of important features ex-

tracted by CNNs achieves a better performance compared with each of CNNs and LSTMs models

individually.

While LSTM network achieved the best precision score across all models, ConvLST gained

the highest F1-score and recall, among all models. Table 3.4 also shows that Lexical-based baseline

resulted in the least F1-score. Lexicon-based baseline uses two categories of features: subjectivity-

related and informational-related features. By removing subjectivity-related features, F1-score

drops to 15.7% and by eliminating informational-related features, F1-score drops to 47.3%. These

results suggest that the subjectivity features are more effective than the informational-related ones.

3.4.3. Sentiment Dynamics with Empathetic Messages

In this section, we conduct an experiment to investigate the potential of empathetic mes-

sages for changing a thread originator’s feelings. We used the data extracted from CSN, which

include users’ comments from June 2000 to June 2012. We extracted all threads where the origi-

nator of a thread replied once after at least one empathetic comment were posted from other users

(responders). We followed the same experimental setting presented in Qiu et al. [2011]. In total,

12915 threads were extracted for analysis, which include 250,868 comments posted by 5516 users.

We ran our classifier for empathetic message identification on all responders’ messages

which were posted between two posts of the originator (e.g., Commentator’s post in Table 3.1).

We also discarded messages in which an initiator simply thanks a fellow member and used a thresh-

old of four on the number of words [10]. We ran Stanford sentiment toolkit [72] on the originator’
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FIGURE 3.2. Thread-initiator’s feeling transformation as a result of empathetic

messages in a thread.

posts (e.g., Patient’s posts in Table 3.1). In this way, it is possible to determine whether the empa-

thetic messages provided by responders who replied to the thread, are able to change the sentiment

of the thread originator. To better understand any changes in feelings, we categorized changes in

three groups, i.e., Positive-shift, Negative-shift, and No-change. Positive-shift represents any trans-

formation from worse to better feelings such as negative-to-positive, neutral-to-positive, negative-

to-neutral. Negative-shift has a converse settings compared with the Positive-shift and No-change

represents a state that originator’s second post reflects the same sentiment as the initial one.

These results are shown in Figure 3.2 (the red bars). As can be seen from the figure,

in 39.35% of the threads, empathetic messages bring a positive-shift in originators’ feelings as

opposed to only 7.15% negative-shift. We can also observe that in 53.5% of the threads, the

originators’ feelings do not change. Thus, we can conclude that empathetic messages play a major

role in improving participants’ feelings in OHCs.

We also contrasted the positive-shift, negative-shift, and no-change in the threads with

empathetic messages (the red bars in Figure 3.2) with those in the threads without empathetic mes-

sages (the blue bars in Figure 3.2) to better understand the impact of empathy on people’s moods.
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More precisely, we ran the sentiment tool over the threads with no empathetic messages and found

that only 8% positive shift, 11.9% negative shift and 80.1% no-change occurred. These results

suggest that positive sentiment changes occur more prominently in threads containing empathetic

messages compared to those with no empathetic messages.

3.5. Chapter Summary and Future Directions

In this chapter, we take the first step towards identifying and analyzing empathetic mes-

sages in online health communities. We proposed a model based on a combination of Convolu-

tional Neural Networks and Long Short Term Memory, called ConvLST, for empathetic messages

identification. We showed that the proposed ConvLST model outperforms several baselines. More-

over, we experimentally showed that empathetic messages are one of the main reasons for changing

participants’ feelings (from negative to positive) in OHCs.

In future, it would be interesting to investigate the relation between the number of origina-

tors’ posts across different discussion boards and the probability of changes in his/her feelings.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYZING INFORMATIONAL MESSAGES IN OHCS

1 Online health communities have become a medium for patients to share their personal

experiences and interact with peers on topics related to a disease, medication, side effects, and

therapeutic processes. Analyzing informational posts in these communities can provide an insight-

ful view about the dominant health issues and can help patients find the information that they need

easier, and ultimately, cope better with a disease.

In this chapter, we propose a computational model that mines user content in online health

communities to detect positive experiences, advices and suggestions on health improvement as

well as negative impacts or side effects that cause suffering throughout fighting with a disease.

Specifically, we combine high-level, abstract features extracted from a convolutional neural net-

work with lexicon-based features and features extracted from a long short term memory network

to capture the semantics in the data. We show that our model, with and without lexicon-based

features, outperforms strong baselines. We also compared our model with several deep neural net-

work and traditional machine learning approaches and showed that our model achieved,by far, the

best results.

4.1. Introduction

Traditionally, medical doctors and care providers have been the main source of information

for patients who suffer from chronic or life-threatening diseases. However, with the advent of

the Internet and the creation of many online health communities (OHCs), e.g., Everyday Health,

Cancer Survivors’ Network, and WebMD, patients use these health communities increasingly as an

integral source for finding health-related information [23, 34]. OHCs provide an environment for

patients, their family members and friends to interact with other participants and share experiences

and information (e.g., recommendations and feedback) on issues related to prescribed medicines,

side effects, therapeutic processes, mental health, and feelings. Table 4.1 shows examples of posts

1This entire chapter is reproduced from Khanpour, H., Caragea, C. [2018], Fine-Grained Information Identification in
Health Related Posts, in ’The 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information
Retrieval (SIGIR)’, currently under review.
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Exp. 1: I am on Sertraline, which is generic zoloft and I truly believe it

has helped me. I have been on it since I was initially diagnosed. I took

it all thru chemo and I am still on it. Doctors also say it helps with hot

flashes. I don’t know about that since I still get them. But at least I am

not depressed. So that is good.

Exp. 2 :The antidepressants need time to build up in your system. Several

weeks or a month to get relief and they seem to work for 6 months to a year.

The anti anxieties ( xanax, valuim, ativan) are for instant relief of stress

and anxiety. They are habit forming. I have been on Xanax (alprazolam)

for more than 10 years and my dosage has increased since my DX in June

of this year. I am trying to back off on them some. After going through Cancer

DX, Surgery, Chemo i think we all need some kind of mental health help.

Exp. 3: I took Anzamet... one pill prior to the infusions and one each

day for 3 days following treatments. The only real problem I developed

with it, and it lasted till I finished treatment, was an aversion to drink-

ing water! Plain water began to just taste terrible to me.

Exp. 4: I went through 6 months of chemo and then within 2 weeks of radiation

I developed upper right back pain. It feels like a pinched nerve. I’ve been told it

was due to the positioning during radiation, or scar tissue or the fact that I now

carry everything on my left and I might be not standing as straight.
TABLE 4.1. Examples of OHC informational messages.

that contain health-related information shared among patients in an online cancer community. This

information is very unique and is often not available elsewhere, e.g., referring to the medication

Sertraline, a patient writes: Doctors also say it helps with hot flashes. I don’t know about that since

I still get them (see Example 1 in the table).

Several research studies showed that using OHCs to obtain information from people who

went through the same or similar experiences (either by direct interactions or sifting through the

online posts) adds substantial value to it as it brings better feelings and fewer mortality odds to

patients [48, 82]. Thus, the large and growing amounts of user-generated content in OHCs need
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to be accurately classified for a variety of applications, e.g., designing smart information retrieval

systems for content recommendation, and improving data organization for fast retrieval. Recent

computational studies in OHCs started to investigate the high level identification of informational

posts [10, 114], however, with no emphasis on the unique challenges associated with the detection

of the information type, e.g., therapeutic procedures vs. side effects. A deep understanding of

the text and the writer’s intention is required in order to correctly extract the types of information

present in messages posted in OHCs. Example 1 and Example 2 in Table 4.1 refers to therapeutic

procedure, whereas Example 3 and Example 4 refers to side effects through various medication

(Sertraline and Anzamet, respectively).

In this chapter, we propose to analyze messages in OHCs to extract the information type

that they contain, i.e., therapeutic procedures (any medical treatment, activity, or behavior that

have a positive impact on patients’ health, precisely, can help prevent, cure or improve a patient’s

condition) and side effects (any medical treatment, activity, or behavior that have a negative impact

on patients’ health, precisely, a secondary, often undesirable effect of a drug or medical treatment).

To achieve this, we design a computational model that is able to exploit the semantic information

from text, and coherently combines high-level (abstract) features with surface-level and lexicon-

based features. Our contributions are as follows:

(1) We propose to extract fine-grained information types from messages posted in online

health communities. Identifying information types provides doctors, health practitioners

and OHCs’ moderators with an insightful view of patients’ physical status during various

treatments. In addition, it can provide new diagnosed patients with information about

what they should expect throughout their treatments and help them in making informed

decisions about their disease more effectively [98, 99]. To our knowledge, we are the first

to address fine-grained information type extraction in OHCs.

(2) We design and explore a computational model that can identify messages belonging to

therapeutic procedures and side effects with high accuracy. Our model is a hybrid neural

network combined with lexicon-based features, which we call HNNL. HNNL combines

the output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the output of a Long Short-
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Term Memory (LSTM) network and lexicon-based features, which are all fed into a fully

connected network with SoftMax layer.

(3) We show empirically that HNNL significantly outperforms strong baselines and prior

works; moreover, we show that the proposed model continues to perform well even in the

absence of lexicon-based features.

4.2. Data Collection and Annotation

Since there is no available dataset for analyzing messages that contain fine-grained infor-

mational content in OHCs (i.e., therapeutic procedures and side effects), we constructed a bench-

mark dataset to evaluate our model. We randomly selected 225 comments from 21 discussion

threads in the Lung cancer discussion board and 120 comments from 11 discussion threads in the

prostate cancer discussion board of the ACS Cancer Survivors’ Network (CSN). Consistent with

Biyani et al. [10] who performed sentence level classification since long messages often comprise

of different topics, we performed our data annotation at sentence level. Following the same study

[10], we selected sentences with length greater than four words to exclude appreciative and ap-

praisal messages. We obtained 1,797 sentences, which were integrated with the 1,066 sentences

extracted from the breast cancer discussion board in CSN that were provided by Biyani et al. 2014,

with 2,863 overall sentences.

The purpose of the annotation was to label the 2,863 sentences as belonging to therapeu-

tic procedures, i.e., containing information about any medical treatment, activity, or behavior that

have a positive impact on patients’ health; side effects, i.e., containing information about any medi-

cal treatment, activity, or behavior that have a negative impact on patients’ health; and other, which

includes sentences that do not belong to any of the above two categories. Two annotators (graduate

students) contributed to the task. They were trained by the first author of this study through several

trial tasks during 10-days period. The annotation task was conducted in an iterative fashion fol-

lowing prior studies and guidelines [31, 35, 97]. In each round, 200 messages were assigned and

annotators discussed disagreements with researchers; 100% inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was

achieved after each round of discussions. We used Cohen’s kappa for measuring IAA. After four

initial rounds of annotations, the remaining data (2,063 messages) were assigned to the annotators
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where they achieved 90% IAA. The last round of the assigned data was adjudicated by one of the

authors.

Table 4.2 provides the distribution of messages in each category. As can be seen, therapeu-

tic procedures has significantly more sentences than side effects. This shows that patients tend to

share more of their success stories and positive aspects of their therapy rather than sharing negative

impacts or side-effects. The category other has the largest number of sentences. A large fraction

of these sentences contain emotional support such as empathy, and encouragements.

Category #sentences percentage (%)

therapeutic procedures 942 32.9

side effects 385 13.4

other 1536 53.7

TABLE 4.2. Statistics from the data collection.

4.3. Model

In this section, we describe our proposed computational model which can be embedded in

OHCs’ search engines to retrieve fine-grained messages belonging to therapeutic procedures or

side effects. Given a sentence of n words, we apply Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks concurrently. The CNN extracts high-level (abstract)

features that capture the semantic part of the text [62] whereas the LSTM captures sequential

information from each sentence.

Our CNN architecture consists of one convolution layer followed by a max pooling layer.

The input data layer is fed with word vectors of length k, where xi ∈Rk is the k-dimensional word

vector corresponding to the i-th word in the sentence. Thus, the input sentence of length n is

represented as

(11) x1:n = x1⊕ x2⊕ ..⊕ xi⊕ ...⊕ xn
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FIGURE 4.1. The architecture of our proposed hybrid neural network with

lexicon-based features (HNNL).

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. First, l filters for each region size (rs) are applied to the

sequence of tokens in each sentence (e.g., 16 filters for 2 and 3 region sizes). The feature map M

belongs toRl×rs. The features m j, with j = 1, · · · ,T (where T is the number of extracted features),

are defined as follows:

(12) m j = Relu(M[x j−(rs/2)+1, · · · ,x j, · · · ,x j+(rs/2)])

where Relu is the rectified linear unit activation function. This process is iteratively done for each

time step (corresponding to each word) of the input sentence that ends up with M =(m1,m2, · · · ,mT )

sequence. Second, max pooling is applied to M, which results in M′=(m1
′,m′2, ...,m′T/(pooling−size)).

M′ is the output of the CNN that contains high-level, abstract features.

The LSTM unit consists of sub-unit-inputs (it), output (ot), forget gates ( ft) and memory

cell (ct).
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(13) it = σ

(
W (i)xt +U (i)ht−1 +b(i)

)

(14) ft = σ

(
W ( f )xt +U ( f )ht−1 +b( f )

)

(15) ot = σ

(
W (o)xt +U (o)ht−1 +b(o)

)

(16) ut = tanh
(

W (u)xt +U (u)ht−1 +b(u)
)

LSTM unit at time t computes the memory cell:

(17) ut = tanh(Wxt +Uht−1 +b)

(18) ct = it
⊙

ut + f(t)
⊙

ct−1

and then computes the output, or activation:

(19) ht = ot
⊙

tanh(ct)

Here, x ∈ Rn×k is the input and W ∈ Rn×k, U ∈ Rn×n, and b ∈ Rn are parameters of an affine

transformation. The resulting sequence of the layers is h1,h2, · · · ,hn.

Last, we combine the features extracted by CNN and LSTM networks with lexicon-based

features in a hybrid model. Our proposed model, HNNL, is shown graphically in Figure 4.1. As

can be seen from the figure, we use a combination of CNN and LSTM models, where the final

feature vectors from CNN augmented with lexicon-based features and the last feature hn extracted

by LSTM are fed into a fully connected network with a SoftMax layer.
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Lexicon-based Features: In this work, we used seven lexicons. The first five lexicons come from

Biyani et al. 2014. These lexicons are: weak subjective words (numWeak), strong subjective

words (numStrong) cancer drugs (numDrug), side-effects (numSide), and therapeutic procedures

(numProc). The sixth and seventh lexicons come from emotion detection research. Our motivation

for the integration of these two emotion lexicons is that a large fraction of sentences in the category

other are emotional in nature, where people emotionally support one another. These lexicons are:

EmoLex1 [101] and EmoLex2 [80]. We use frequencies of lexicon words to construct the lexicon-

based features.

4.4. Experiments and Results

Next, we describe the evaluation of HNNL using binary tasks. Specifically, we trained

our models in the two-class setting by binarizing the datasets: therapeutic procedures vs. non-

therapeutic procedures (and side effects vs. non-side effects). In all experiments, we used word

embeddings as input to the neural networks, which were generated with the W2vector module

in Gensim [92] on the data from all discussion boards of CSN between 2000 and 2012. The

results (weighted average Precision, Recall and F1-score) are reported in 10-fold cross validation

experiments.

Hyper-parameter setting: We optimized hyper-parameter values of our HNNL model as well

as all the other neural network models (used for comparison) by performing a grid search on a

development set, which consists of 20% of instances removed from the training set in each iteration

of 10-fold cross-validation. Table 4.3 shows the best hyper-parameter values for all neural network

models.

Performance of HNNL in an ablation experiment.

Since our HNNL model is a hybrid neural network model with several components, first,

we evaluate its performance in an ablation experiment to understand the contribution of each com-

ponent in the model performance. Specifically, we compare HNNL with HNN (a model that has

the same architecture as HNNL, but does not use any external lexicon), CNN, LSTM, and sup-

port vector machines (SVM) with the (concatenated) features from the seven lexicons (described
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HNNL: LR= 0.1, Decay rate=0.6, Dropout=0.8, Layer=1, Max pooling,

FRS=(2,3), NF=16

HNN: LR= 0.1, Decay rate=0.6, Dropout=0.8, Layer=1, Max pooling,

FRS=(2,3), NF=16

LSTM: LR= 0.001, L2reg=1E−5, Decay rate=0.7, Layer=1, Max pooling

CNN: LR= 0.1, Decay rate=0.5, Dropout=0.6, Layer=2, Max pooling,

FRS=(2,3,4), NF=16

ConvLSTM: LR= 0.1, Decay rate=0.7, Dropout=0.6, Layer=2, Max pooling,

FRS=(2,3), NF=16

ConvLexLSTM: Decay rate=0.8, Dropout=0.5, Layer=1, Max pooling,

FRS=(2,3), NF=16
TABLE 4.3. Hyper-parameter settings for all models.

Method TP SE

Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

HNNL 82.9 87.1 84.9 79.8 81.3 80.5

HNN 80.3 84.6 82.3 77.5 79.3 78.4

LSTM 75.8 78.2 76.9 71.2 73.0 72.0

CNN 70.0 72.3 71.1 68.0 69.7 68.8

Seven-Lexicon 69.2 65.0 67.0 65.2 67.1 66.1

C-ConvLSTM 78.1 75.6 76.8 76.6 71.0 73.6

LibShortText toolkit6 69.9 72.4 71.1 68.5 69.6 69.0

Tf-Idf 62.7 63.8 63.2 60.1 63.0 61.5

ConvLexLSTM 79.5 82.9 81.1 76.4 77.7 77.0

ConvLSTM 78.6 79.9 79.2 73.7 77.0 75.3
TABLE 4.4. Classification results of HNNL vs. other models. TP denotes thera-

peutic procedures, and SE denotes side effects.

above).
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Table 4.4 shows the results of these comparisons (first block of results). As can be seen,

HNNL achieves the best results consistently throughout all experiments in terms of all compared

measures. This ablation experiment confirms that all components in our model positively con-

tribute to the final results. For example, eliminating the seven lexicon features from HNNL, which

yields HNN, results in a drop in F1-score by 2.6% on therapeutic procedures and by 2.1% on

side effects classification results. Still, HNN is the second performing model in terms of F1-score.

These results show that our model can be successfully applied in a health domain even in the

absence of health lexicons, which are often expensive to obtain and require domain experts to

design them. Not surprisingly, the SVM with the seven lexicon-based features (denoted as Seven-

Lexicon) performs the worst among the compared models, suggesting that obtaining the semantic

information from text improves models’ performance.

Baseline Comparisons.

Second, we compare HNNL with several baselines and prior works: (1) C-ConvLSTM

(i.e., a character-level CNN-LSTM) by Kim et al. [60] in which the output of CNN is input for

LSTM; (2) LibShortText toolkit6 that uses SVM with part of speech tags and other syntactic and

semantic features such as frame-semantics, dependency triples, and (3) an SVM with tf-idf fea-

tures. The LibShortText toolkit6 has been shown to have a very good performance on classifying

short-texts [111]. Table 4.4 shows the results of this comparison in the second block of results. As

can be seen, HNNL and HNN outperform all three baselines, and more importantly, they outper-

form the C-ConvLSTM, which represents a different (i.e., serial) combination of CNN and LSTM

networks, however, at character level. Interestingly, how would the HNNL model that uses CNN

and LSTM in parallel compare with a (serial) combination of CNN and LSTM at word level? To

understand this, we designed a model called ConvLSTM, i.e., a word-level CNN-LSTM that uses

word embeddings trained on CSN data instead of character-level CNN-LSTM as in C-ConvLSTM.

We also extended ConvLSTM to include the seven lexicons into the ConvLexLSTM model. More

precisely, in ConvLexLSTM, the CNN features augmented with lexicon-based features are fed as

input to LSTM. The results of these two baselines are shown in the last block of Table 4.4. As can

be seen from the table, the performance of word-level ConvLSTM is higher than character-level
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C-ConvLSTM. Adding the lexicon features to ConvLSTM yields even higher performance, but not

as high as that of HNNL. This result confirms our belief that preserving the sequential information

in sentences added to the CNN features yields improvement in performance over models which do

not include sequential information.

It is also worth mentioning that all deep neural networks that capture semantics from the

data perform better that the traditional models. The lexicon-based features act as a complement

(for the high-level semantic features) by finding exact words in the text to generate proper features

in HNNL.

4.5. Related Work

In computational studies, messages in OHCs have been analyzed from the standpoint of

social support. Among the variety of types of social support, i.e., emotional, informational, instru-

mental, and appraisal support [30, 39], the two types of support, emotional [34] and informational,

[11] form the two principle functions that shape the majority of messages in OHCs. Thus far, most

computational studies in OHCs are dedicated to analyzing and identifying messages that contain

these two types of support. For example, Wang et al. [114] used a linear regression model to

identify emotional and informational support in messages from a cancer forum and studied the

relationship of these support types on user engagement with the health community. Their fea-

ture set for the regression model includes: LIWC features, POS tags, message length, subjectivity

intensity, and Latent Dirichlet Allocation based topical features.

Biyani et al. [10] used classification models (e.g., Naı̈ve Bayes and Logistic Regression)

to classify messages that contain emotional or informational support from posts in a breast cancer

discussion board of a cancer survivors’ network. The authors used unigrams, POS tags, structural

linguistic patterns, and five lexicons that contain strong and weak subjective words, cancer drugs,

side-effects, and cancer procedures, and showed that features drawn from lexicons have the highest

impact on the results. Their assumption was that in the informational messages, patients talk

about their personal experiences with the disease that most likely include a word from one of

the five lexicons. On a breast cancer dataset constructed from the Cancer Survivors’ Network

(CSN) of the American Cancer Society (ACS), the authors showed that their classifier can identify
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emotional and informational messages with an F1-score of 0.88 and 0.77, respectively. Similar

to Wang et al. [114], Wang et al. [113] studied the correlation between social support and user

engagement, but instead of using a regression model, the authors used traditional machine learning

classifiers such as Naı̈ve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Random Forest

to classify OHCs’ messages based on the intention of the participant when writing a message

(i.e., companionship, seeking information, seeking emotion, providing information, and providing

emotion). The authors used a combination of features from Wang et al. [114] coupled with lexicon-

based features used in Biyani et al. [10].

In contrast to the above works that have been devoted to high level analyses of emotional

and informational messages, we focus on the unique challenges associated with fine-grained detec-

tion of informational messages, i.e., messages belonging to the categories therapeutic procedures

and side effects, that have the potential to improve patients’ competence and knowledge in dealing

with health care problems and will empower them to become better prepared and take control of

their life in better ways.

4.6. Chapter Summary and Future Directions

In this chapter, we proposed a computational model for classifying fine-grained informa-

tional messages in OHCs. Our proposed model, HNNL, combines the strengths of CNNs, LSTMs,

and lexicon-based approaches to capture hidden semantics in OHCs’ messages. We show that our

proposed model, with or without lexicon-based features, which are often expensive to obtain or

maintain in a health domain, provides a better computational model for classifying informational

messages based on their content compared with strong baselines, including other types of deep

neural networks. In future, it would be interesting to study the performance of our models on data

from different health communities, e.g., related to weight loss.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we summarize the the contributions of this work and present future direction

in our research.

5.1. Dissertation Summary

Recent advances in online applications and computer technologies have persuaded people

to explore web pages or run some queries to obtain required information. Studies show that the

initial source for patients to obtain information about their disease has changed gradually such that

Internet resources has become the first source of obtaining medical and health-related information.

Recently, by emerging Web 2.0 applications on the Internet, many online applications and forums

have been developed to serve patients with their needs. Online health communities (OHCs) are

a type of forum that provides a variety of environments for patients and their family and friends.

OHc participants can communicate with each other and exchange their knowledge and experiences

on disease, medical information, side-effects, etc.. Emotional and informational support are con-

sidered as the two important benefits of using OHCs. Many studies investigated the impact of using

OHCs and postulated that using OHCs regularly decreases the chance of mortality and improves

patients’ mental health [48, 61]. As a result of their benefits, OHCs are a popular place for patients

to refer to, especially patients with a severe disease.

Studies show that patients use OHCs to receive emotional and informational support; the

main reasons for developing OHCs are to present valid and high-quality information and to under-

stand the mechanism of social support functioning on patients [12, 109].

Given the purpose of OHC moderators for developing OHCs’ applications and the pur-

pose of patients for using OHCs, there is no facility, feature, or sub-application in OHCs to sat-

isfy patient and moderator goals. OHCs are only equipped with a primary search engine that is

a keyword-based search tool. In other words, if a patients wants to obtain information about a

side-effect, he/she needs to browse many threads in the hope that he/she can find several related

comments. In the same way, OHC moderators cannot browse all information which is exchanged
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among patients to validate their accuracy. Thus, it is critical for OHCs to be equipped with some

tools which are supported by several sophisticated computational models that provide moderators

and patients with messages that they need for making decisions or predictions. For example, a

model could only provide patients with messages that explain side-effects and therapeutic pro-

cesses, or only extract emotional messages with sad content so that moderators could identify

depressed patients who post many messages with sad content.

Through this study, we present multiple computational models to alleviate the problem of

OHCs in providing specific types of messages in response to the specific moderator and patient

needs. Specifically, we focused on classification based on the following categories:

• Emotional support, which presents OHCs moderators, psychologists, and sociologists

with insightful views on the emotional state’s of individuals and groups.

• Empathy, which gives an insightful view and useful means for OHC moderators, psychol-

ogists, and sociologists to understand the mechanism of social support in OHCs.

• Informational support, which provides patients with an efficient and effective tool for ac-

cessing the best-fit messages throughout huge amount of patient posts. This classifier

also provides an insightful view to OHC moderators, health-practitioners, nurses, and

doctors about the current discussion under the topics of side-effects and therapeutic pro-

cesses, giving them an opportunity to monitor and validate the exchange of information

in OHCs.

The following is a summary of this dissertation:

• Emotional Messages Identification and Emotion Type Detection in OHC Messages:

In this work, we extended previous datasets provided by prior studies on emotional mes-

sage identification. We also built two new datasets for the task of emotion type detection.

We showed that men are more emotional when they post messages in forums where the

majority of members are female. We presented a classifying model for emotional vs.

non-emotional messages and emotion type detection, showing that this model performs

the classification task with high accuracy even without using any contextual information.

Two comparison studies were performed that showed us our computational models out-
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performed previous studies. We ran an experimental study to investigate patients’ emo-

tional health around important holidays in the US. We collected and analyzed an OHC’s

(i.e., Cancer Survivors Network) participant posts during a 10-year period. We showed

that on a typical day, the percentage of joy and sad emotions are similar, whereas on

Christmas and Thanksgiving the percentages show more joyful spirits, possibly due to

family gatherings and other social events around these holidays, in which people feel sup-

ported and hence feel better. We also collected influential users’ posts and found that their

posts in OHCs have considerably more joy content than sad content.

• Identifying Empathetic Messages in Online Health Communities (OHCs): we in-

vestigated the role of empathetic messages in social media and specifically in OHCs by

proposing a computational model for identifying empathetic messages in OHCs. Since

there was no dataset for empathy in OHCs, we built a dataset using messages posted in

two forums (i.e., breast cancer and lung cancer) of the Cancer Survivors Network (CSN).

We developed a computational model for classifying messages in OHCs. Our model cre-

ates high-level and abstract features by using the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN);

each of the extracted features is fed into a single Long-short Term Memory (LSTM) cell

that classifies messages based on the extracted features using Softmax. We also ran an

experiment using the whole messages posted in CSN from June 2000 until June 2012.

We applied our model to the extracted data and found that empathetic messages are the

reason for 39% of positive shifts in patient health.

• Analyzing Informational Messages in Online Health Communities: In this work, we

addressed the problem of analyzing informational messages by classifying them based

on their content. Similar to empathetic message analysis, this work also presented a

detailed analysis of informational messages for the first time in the literature. We built a

dataset from messages that were randomly extracted from breast cancer and lung cancer

forums of the Cancer Survivors Network (CSN). We annotated 2107 messages to highlight

messages that contained side-effects and therapeutic processes. In this study, specifically,

we addressed the following problems:
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– Identifying messages in OHCs which contain any mentions of therapeutic processes–

including any medical treatment, activity, or behavior that have a positive impact on

patient health–can help prevent, cure, or improve a patient’s condition.

– Identifying messages in OHCs which contain any mentions of side-effects–including

any medical treatment, activity, or behavior that have a negative impact on patients’

health. Precisely, a secondary, often undesirable effect of a drug or medical treatment.

We designed a computational model which exploits three types of features from three dif-

ferent sources for the classification task. The first source of features is CNN-based which

generates high-level, abstract features that address semantic part of the messages. The

second source of features is constructed by using surface-level analysis and lexicon-based

features; theses lexicons contain emotional words, weak and strong subjective words, and

lists of side-effects, drugs, and therapeutic procedures. Finally, the third source of features

are provided by an LSTM network that captures sequential information in messages. We

showed that our model outperformed strong baselines.

5.2. Summary of Contributions

This section presents the contributions of our works in this dissertation and outlines some

of the future directions of research in this domain:

• Emotional Messages Identification and Emotion Type Detection in OHC Messages:

– We proposed to detect emotion types in messages posted in online health communi-

ties. Identifying emotion types in patients’ messages improves the capability of OHC

moderators, caregivers, and doctors to provide high-quality services to OHC users or

patients. To our knowledge, we are the first to address emotion type detection in

OHCs.

– We proposed a computational model, called ConvLexLSTM, for emotional messages

identification and emotion detection in OHCs messages. Our model combines the

output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with lexicon-based features, which

are all fed into a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network that generates the final

output using softmax function. We empirically showed that ConvLexLSTM sig-
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nificantly outperforms strong baselines and the state-of-the-art models presented by

prior studies. Moreover, we showed that the proposed model continues to perform

well even in the absence of lexicon features (i.e., ConvLSTM).

– Finally, we applied ConvLexLSTM to a large scale experiment to study the correla-

tion between US holidays and users’ emotional states, which can help design smarter

approaches to improve patients’ moods.

– As part of our contributions, we constructed two datasets for emotion type detection

and extended the dataset built for emotional messages identification in OHCs. To our

knowledge, our datasets for emotion type detection are the first constructed for this

task.

• Identifying Empathetic Messages in Online Health Communities (OHCs): We stud-

ied empathetic messages in OHC messages. The results of this study is specially useful

for OHCs moderators, and researchers in the field of psychology and sociology. Our

contributions in this study are:

– We built a dataset for empathetic messages identification in OHCs. This was the

first study which provided a dataset for identifying empathetic messages in a health-

related social media.

– We proposed an automatic model for identifying empathetic messages in OHCs. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a computational model

for detecting empathy in social networks. Our model used generated features from

CNN network and feeding them into an LSTM network.

– We experimentally validated our empathy identification model on a manually anno-

tated dataset specifically created for this task from a Cancer Survivors’ Network.

– We also showed that generally empathetic messages in comments of OHCs improve

participants feelings from negative to positive.

• Analyzing Informational Messages in Online Health Communities:

– We proposed to extract fine-grained information types from messages posted in on-

line health communities. Identifying information types provides doctors, health prac-
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titioners and OHCs’ moderators with an insightful view of patients’ physical status

during various treatments. In addition, it can provide new diagnosed patients with in-

formation about what they should expect throughout their treatments and help them

in making informed decisions about their disease more effectively [98, 99]. To our

knowledge, we were the first to address fine-grained information type extraction in

OHCs. We designed and explored a computational model that can identify mes-

sages belonging to therapeutic procedures and side effects with high accuracy. Our

model is a hybrid neural network combined with lexicon-based features, which we

call HNNL. HNNL combines the output of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

with the output of a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network and lexicon-based

features, which are all fed into a fully connected network with SoftMax layer.

– We showed empirically that HNNL significantly outperformed strong baselines and

prior works; moreover, we showed that the proposed model continues to perform

well even in the absence of lexicon-based features.

5.3. Future Directions

As we mentioned before, the main purpose of creating OHCs is to provide patients with

validated information about their disease and understanding the mechanism of social support func-

tions on patients and the main purpose of patients in using OHCs is to receive emotional and

informational support. In this study, we take initial steps in improving current primitive structure

of OHCs to satisfy the main goals of OHC patients in using OHCs and also the main goals of OHC

creators in building OHCs. As immediate next steps we plan to:

• Develop a computational model for identifying influential users in OHCs. In this study we

proposed two models which can be used for future studies in this direction (i.e., emotion

type detection and empathetic messages identification). Finding influential users can help

moderators with validating or correcting exchanging information between patients.

• Design compositional models for detecting and tracking depressed patients. In this study

we proposed a computational model for detecting emotion type in patients’ post. How-

ever, detecting depressed patients needs more factors to be included such as patterns of
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participations in OHCs, the degree of their engagement in the discussion, the degree of

optimism and pessimism in his/her view and so on.

• Create a big dataset that contain heterogeneous data from different forums in OHCs.

Building a big dataset allows us to build more convoluted computational models with

more accurate results. Also, working on heterogeneous dataset allows us to investigate

and compare individuals’ characteristics in different ways; for example, studying the dif-

ference between genders in posting empathetic messages in different forums–gender stud-

ies will help OHC moderators and researchers in studying social support mechanism in

OHCs.

• Design some computational models to extract side-effects of a specific disease. Currently

our models extract messages in OHCs that contain side-effects and therapeutic process.

However, we can go deeper and find the exact mention of the side-effects and therapeutic

process in messages. These models have the potentials to help moderators in monitoring

information and help patients in accessing their information efficiently.

• We intend to create lexicons of words and abbreviations that convey a sentiment in OHCs.

Since the main topic of discussions in OHCs are about health and disease, the words and

abbreviations that are used in OHCs are likely to have different meaning or sentiments.

For example, the word hot flashes convey a quite negative sentiment in OHCs, neverthe-

less in general language that might not convey a specific sentiment.
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